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Abstract. Databases have been studied category-theoretically for decades. While
mathematically elegant, previous categorical models have typically struggled with
representing concrete data such as integers or strings.

In the present work, we propose an extension of the earlier set-valued functor model,
making use of multi-sorted algebraic theories (a.k.a. Lawvere theories) to incorporate
concrete data in a principled way. This approach easily handles missing information
(null values), and also allows constraints and queries to make use of operations on data,
such as multiplication or comparison of numbers, helping to bridge the gap between
traditional databases and programming languages.

We also show how all of the components of our model— including schemas, instances,
change-of-schema functors, and queries—fit into a single double categorical structure
called a proarrow equipment (a.k.a. framed bicategory).
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1. Introduction

Category-theoretic models of databases have been present for some time. For example
in [RW92; FGR03; JR02] databases schemas are formalized as sketches of various sorts
(e.g. EA sketches = finite limits + coproducts). The data itself (called an instance) is
represented by a model of the sketch. In this language, queries can be understood as
limit cones in such a sketch. While different from the traditional relational foundations
of database theory [AHV95], this is in general a very natural and appealing idea.

In [Spi12], Spivak puts emphasis on the ability to move data from one format, or
database schema, to another. To enable that, he proposes defining schemas to be mere
categories—or in other words trivial sketches (with no (co)limit cones). A schema
morphism is just a functor. Unlike the case for non-trivial sketches, a schema morphism
induces three adjoint functors, the pullback and its Kan extensions. These functors can
be called data migration functors because they transfer data from one schema to another.
In this formalism, queries can be recovered as specific kinds of data migration.

Both of the above approaches give some secondary consideration to attributes,
e.g. the name or salary of an employee, taking values in some data type, such as
strings, integers, or booleans. Rosebrugh et al. formalized attributes in terms of infinite
coproducts of a chosen terminal object, whereas Spivak formalized them by slicing the
category of copresheaves over a fixed object. However, neither approach seemed to
work convincingly in implementations [SW15].

1.1. The approach of this paper. In the present paper, the goal of providing a principled
and workable formalization of attributes is a central concern. We consider attribute
values as living in an algebra over a multi-sorted algebraic theory, capturing operations
such as comparing integers or concatenating strings. A database schema is formalized as
what we call an algebraic profunctor, which is a profunctor from a category to an algebraic
theory that preserves the products of the theory. Each element of the profunctor
represents an observation of a given type (string, integer, boolean) that can be made on
a certain entity (employee, department). For example, if an entity has an observable
for length and width, and if the theory has a multiplication, then the entity has an
observable for area.

We also focus on providing syntax for algebraic databases. We can present a schema,
or an instance on it, using a set of generators and relations. The generators act like
the “labelled nulls” used in modern relational databases, easily handling unknown
information, while the relations are able to record constraints on missing data. In this
sense, our approach can be related to knowledge bases or ontologies [MS08]. One
can express that Pablo is an employee whose salary is between 65 and 75, and deduce
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various facts; for example, if the schema expresses that each employee’s salary is at most
that of his or her manager, one can deduce that Pablo’s manager makes at least 65.

Mathematically, this paper develops the theory of algebraic profunctors. An algebraic
profunctor can be regarded as a diagram of models for an algebraic theory T , e.g. a
presheaf of rings or modules on a space. Algebraic profunctors to a fixed T form
the objects in a proarrow equipment—a double category satisfying a certain fibrancy
condition—which we call �ata. This double category includes database schemas
and schema morphisms, and we show that the horizontal morphisms (which we call
bimodules between schemas) generalize both instances and conjunctive queries.

We make heavy use of collages of profunctors and bimodules. Collages are a kind
of double-categorical colimit which have been studied in various guises under various
names— [GS15] gives a good general treatment. We propose exactness properties
which the collage construction satisfies in some examples; we say that an equipment
has extensive collageswhen these properties hold. This fits in with the work started in
[Sch15], and may be of interest independent of the applications in this paper.

To connect the theory with practice, it is necessary to have a concrete syntax for
presenting the various categorical structures of interest. While it is mostly standard,
we provide a self-contained account of a type-theoretic syntax for categories, functors,
profunctors, algebraic theories, algebras over those theories, and algebraic profunctors.
We use this syntax to consistently ground the theoretical development with concrete
examples in the context of databases, though the reader need not have any background
in that subject.

1.2. Implementation. The mathematical framework developed in this paper is imple-
mented in an open-source software system we call OPL, available for download at
http://categoricaldata.net/fql.html. All examples from this paper are included
as built-in demonstrations in the OPL tool. We defer a detailed discussion of OPL until
the end of the paper (Section 10), but two high-level introductory remarks are in order.

First, we note that most constructions on finitely-presented categories require solving
word problems in categories and hence are not computable [FGR03]. Given a category
presented by generators G and relations (equations) E, the word problem asks if two
terms (words) in G are equal under E. Although not decidable in general, many
approaches to this problem have been proposed; we discuss our particular approach in
Section 10. If we can solve the word problem for a particular category presentation, then
we can use that decision procedure to implement query evaluation, construct collages,
and perform other tasks.

Second, we note that there are many connections between the mathematical frame-

http://categoricaldata.net/fql.html
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work presented here and various non-categorical frameworks. When restricted to a
discrete algebraic theory, the query language we discuss in Section 9 corresponds exactly
to relational algebra’s unions of conjunctive queries under bag semantics [SW15]. This
correspondence allows fragments of our framework to be efficiently implemented using
existing relational systems (MySQL, Oracle, etc), and our software has indeed been used
on various real-world examples [Wis+15].

1.3. Outline. In Section 2 we review profunctors and use them to motivate the definition
of double categories and proarrow equipments. We also review, as well as refine,
the notion of collages, which exist in all of the equipments of interest in this paper.
In Section 3 we review multisorted algebraic theories, and we discuss profunctors—
from categories to algebraic theories— that preserve products in the appropriate way;
we call these algebraic profunctors. We save relevant database-style examples until
Section 4, where we provide type-theoretic syntax for presenting theories, categories
and (algebraic) profunctors. This section serves as a foundation for the syntax used
throughout the paper, especially in examples, though it can be skipped by those who
only want to understand the category theoretic concepts.

We get to the heart of the new material in Section 5 and Section 6, where we define
schemas and instances for algebraic databases and give examples. Morphisms between
schemas induce three adjoint functors—called data migration functors—between their
instance categories, and we discuss this in Section 7.

In Section 8 we wrap all of this into a double category (in fact a proarrow equipment)
�ata, in which schemas are objects, schema morphisms are vertical morphisms, and
schema bimodules—defined in this section—are horizontal morphisms. Instances
are shown to be bimodules of a special sort, and the data migration functors from
the previous section are shown to be obtained by composition and exponentiation of
instance bimodules with representable bimodules. In this way, we see that�ata nicely
packages all of the structures and operations of interest.

Finally, in Section 9 we discuss the well-known "Select-From-Where" queries of
standard database languages and show that they form a very special case of our
data migration setup. We conclude with a discussion of the implementation of our
mathematical framework in Section 10.

1.4. Notation. In this paper we will adhere to the following notation. For named
categories, such as the category Set of sets, we use bold roman. For category variables—
for instance "Let C be a category"—we use math script.

Named bicategories or 2-categories, such as the 2-category Cat of small categories,
will be denoted similarly to named 1-categories except with calligraphic first letter. We
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use the same notation for a variable bicategoryB.
Double categories, such as the double category �rof of categories, functors, and

profunctors, will be denoted like 1-categories except with blackboard bold first letter.
We use the same notation for a variable double category�.

If C and D are categories, we sometimes denote the functor category Cat(C ,D) by
[C ,D] or DC .

2. Profunctors and proarrow equipments

We begin with a review of profunctors, which are sometimes called correspondences or
distributors; standard references include [Bor94a] and [Bén00]. Together with categories
and functors, these fit into a proarrow equipment in the sense of Wood [Woo82;
Woo85], though we follow the formulation in terms of double categories called framed
bicategories (or fibrant double categories), due to Shulman [Shu08; Shu10]. Eventually,
in Section 8, we will produce an equipment�ata that encompasses database schemas,
morphisms, instances, and queries.

2.1. Profunctors. Perhaps the most important example of an equipment is that of
categories, functors, and profunctors. We review profunctors here, as they will be a
central player in our story.

Let C and D be categories. Recall that a profunctor M from C to D , written
M : C D , is defined to be a functor M : C op

×D → Set.

2.2. Profunctors as matrices. It can be helpful to think of profunctors as something
like matrices. Given finite sets X and Y, there is an equivalence between

• X × Y-matrices A (i.e. functions X × Y → �),
• functions A : X → �Y ,
• functions A : Y → �X ,
• linear maps LA : �X

→ �Y ,
• linear maps L′A : �Y

→ �X .
Similarly, there is an equivalence between

• profunctors M : C D ,
• functors M : C op

→ SetD ,
• functors M : D → SetC op ,
• colimit-preserving functors ΛM : SetC → SetD ,
• colimit-preserving functors Λ′M : SetDop

→ SetC op .
The first three correspondences are straightforward by the cartesian monoidal closed
structure of Cat. The last two follow from the fact that, just as �Y is the free real vector
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space on the set Y, the category SetDop is the free completion of D under colimits, and
similarly for SetC . By the equivalence between colimit-preserving functors SetC → E

and functors C op
→ E for any cocomplete category E , the functor ΛM is obtained

by taking the left Kan extension of M : C op
→ SetD along the Yoneda embedding

y : C op
→ SetC . Using the pointwise formula for Kan extensions, this means that given

any I : C → Set, the functor ΛM(I) : D → Set is given by the coend formula

(ΛMI)(d) �
∫ c∈C

I(c) ×M(c , d). (1)

This is analogous to the matrix formula (LAv)y �
∑

x∈X vxAx ,y .
Alternatively, since colimits in SetD are computed pointwise, we can express ΛMI

itself as a coend in SetD

ΛMI �
∫ c∈C

I(c) ·M(c) (2)

where we think of M as a functor C op
→ SetD . The symbol · represents the set-

theoretic copower (see [Kel05]), i.e. I(c) · M(c) is an I(c)-fold coproduct of copies of
M(c). Formula (2) is analogous to the matrix formula LAv �

∑
x∈X A(x)vx , where we

think of A as a function X → �Y and A(x)vx denotes scalar multiplication by vx ∈ �.
The construction of Λ′M is very similar.

2.3. Profunctors as bimodules. One can also think of a profunctor as a sort of graded
bimodule: for each pair of objects c ∈ C and d ∈ D there is a set M(c , d) of elements in
the bimodule, and given an element m ∈ M(c , d) and morphisms f : c′ → c in C and
1 : d → d′ in D , there are elements 1 · m ∈ M(c , d′) and m · f ∈ M(c′, d), such that the
equations (1 · m) · f � 1 · (m · f ), 1′ · (1 · m) � (1′ ◦ 1) · m, and (m · f ) · f ′ � m · ( f ◦ f ′)
hold whenever they make sense.

2.4. Representable profunctors. Profunctors also act as generalized functors, just like
relations R ⊆ A×B act as generalized functions A→ B. Any functor F : C → D induces
profunctors D(F,−) : C D and D(−, F) : D C , called the profunctors represented
by F. These profunctors are defined by

D(F,−)(c , d) :� D(Fc , d) D(−, F)(d , c) :� D(d , Fc). (3)

2.5. Tensor product of profunctors. Given two profunctors

C D E
M N

there is a tensor product M � N : C E , given by the coend formula

(M � N)(c , e) �
∫ d∈D

M(c , d) × N(d , e). (4)
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Following Section 2.2, this is analogous to matrix multiplication: (AB)i ,k �
∑

j Ai , jB j,k .
Equivalently, (M � N)(c , e) is the coequalizer of the diagram∐

d1 ,d2∈D

M(c , d1) ×D(d1, d2) × N(d2, e)
∐
d∈D

M(c , d) × N(d , e) (5)

where the two maps are given by the right action of D on M and by the left action of D

on N . In the notation of Section 2.3, we can write elements of (M � N)(c , e) as tensors
m ⊗ n, where m ∈ M(c , d) and n ∈ N(d , e) for some d ∈ D . The coequalizer then implies
that (m · f ) ⊗ n � m ⊗ ( f · n) whenever the equation makes sense. Notice the similarity
to the tensor product of bimodules over rings.

Alternatively, we can define the tensor product by the composition

M � N � C op M
−−→ SetD

ΛN
−−−→ SetE ,

or by the composition Λ′N ◦M : C → SetE op . This is clearly equivalent to (4), using (1).
For any category C , there is a profunctor HomC : C op

× C → Set, which we will
often write as C � HomC when unambiguous. For any functors F : C → Set and
G : C op

→ Set, there are natural isomorphisms∫ c∈C

F(c) × C (c , c′) ∼� F(c′)
∫ c∈C

C (c′, c) × G(c) ∼� G(c′), (6)

a result sometimes referred to as the coYoneda lemma [Kel05, (3.71)]. Continuing
with the analogy from Section 2.2, HomC acts like an identity matrix:

∑
i δi , jvi � v j .

That is, these hom profunctors act as units for the tensor product, since (6) shows that
HomC �M ∼� M ∼� M � HomD . Following Section 2.3, one can think of HomC as the
regular (C ,C )-bimodule, i.e. as C acting on itself on both sides [Mat89].

2.6. Profunctor morphisms. A morphism φ : M ⇒ N between two profunctors

C D ,
M

N

is defined to be a natural transformation between the set-valued functors. In other
words, for each c ∈ C and d ∈ D there is a component function φc ,d : M(c , d)→ N(c , d)
such that the equation φ( f · m · 1) � f · φ(m) · 1 holds whenever it makes sense.

Categories, profunctors, and profunctor morphisms form a bicategory Prof. To
explain how functors fit in, we need to discuss proarrow equipments.
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2.7. Proarrow equipments. Before going into more properties of profunctors, it will
be useful to put them in a more general and abstract framework. A double category is a
2-category-like structure involving two types of 1-cell—horizontal and vertical—as
well as 2-cells. A proarrow equipment (which we typically abbreviate to just equipment) is
a double category satisfying a certain fibrancy condition. An excellent reference is the
paper [Shu08], where they are called framed bicategories.

We will see in Example 2.12 that there is an equipment �rof whose objects are
categories, whose vertical 1-cells are functors, and whose horizontal 1-cells are profunc-
tors. This is the motivating example to keep in mind for equipments. In Section 8 we
will define�ata, the other main proarrow equipment of the paper, whose objects are
database schemas.

2.8. Definition. A double category� consists of the following data:
• A category�0, which we refer to as the vertical category of�. For any two objects

A, B ∈ �0, we will write�0(A, B) for the set of vertical arrows from A to B. We
refer to objects of�0 as objects of�.

• A category�1, equipped with two functors L,R : �1 → �0, called the left frame
and right frame functors. Given an object M ∈ Ob�1 with A � L(M) and B � R(M),
we say that M is a proarrow (or horizontal arrow) from A to B and write M : A B.
A morphism φ : M → N in�1 is called a 2-cell, and is drawn as follows, where
f � L(φ) and 1 � R(φ):

A B

C D

M

f 1

N

⇓φ (7)

• A unit functor U : �0 → �1, which is a retraction of both L and R, i.e. L◦U � id�0 �

R ◦ U. We will often write UA or even A for the unit proarrow, U(A) : A A, and
similarly U f of just f for U( f ).

• A functor � : �1 ×�0 �1 → �1, called horizontal composition, that is weakly
associative and weakly unital in the sense that there are coherent unitor and
associator isomorphisms. See [Shu08] for details.

Given a double category�, we will sometimes write Vert(�) for the vertical category
�0. There is also a horizontal bicategory, denotedH(�), whose objects and 1-cells are the
objects and horizontal 1-cells of�, and whose 2-cells are the 2-cells of� of the form (7)
such that f � idA and 1 � idB.

Given f , 1 ,M,N as in (7), we write f�1(M,N) for the set of 2-cells from M to N
with frames f and 1, and write H(�)(M,N) for the case where f and 1 are identity
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morphisms. If A and B are objects, then �(A, B) will always mean the set of vertical
arrows from A to B, whereH(�)(A, B) is used when we want the category of proarrows.

We follow the convention ofwriting horizontal composition serially, i.e. the horizontal
composite of proarrows M : A B and N : B C, is M � N : A C. Recall from
[Bor94b] the definitions of cartesian morphisms and fibrations of categories.

2.9. Definition. A double category� is right closed [resp. left closed] when its horizontal
bicategory is, i.e. when composing a proarrow N [resp. M] with an arbitrary proarrow,
(− � N), [resp. (M � −)] has a left adjoint. Following [Shu08], we denote this left adjoint
by (N B −) [resp. by (−CM)]; hence there are bĳections

H(�)(X � N, P) ∼� H(�)(X,N B P)
H(�)(M � X, P) ∼� H(�)(X, P CM)

natural in X and P. � is biclosed when both adjoints exist.

2.10. Definition. A proarrow equipment (or just equipment) is a double category � in
which the frame functor

(L,R) : �1 → �0 ×�0

is a fibration. If f : A → C and 1 : B → D are vertical morphisms and N : C D is a
proarrow, a cartesian morphism M → N in�1 over ( f , 1) is a 2-cell

A B

C D

M

f 1

N

⇓cart

which we call a cartesian 2-cell. We refer to M as the restriction of N along f and 1, written
M � N( f , 1).

Equivalently, an equipment is a double category in which every vertical arrow
f : A → B has a companion f̂ : A B and a conjoint

̂
f : B A, together with 2-cells

satisfying certain equations (see [Shu08]). In this view, the canonical cartesian lifting of
some proarrow N along ( f , 1) is given by N( f , 1) ∼� f̂ � N �

̂
1.

2.11. Adjunction between representable proarrows. Any vertical morphism in an
equipment� induces an adjunction f̂ a

̂
f in the horizontal bicategory H(�), with unit

denoted η f and counit denoted ε f . Moreover, the following bĳective correspondences
hold for any vertical morphisms f : A → B, 1 : C → D, and proarrows M : A B,
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N : C D:
f�1(M,N) ∼� H(�)(M, f̂ � N �

̂
1)

∼� H(�)(M � 1̂ , f̂ � N)
∼� H(�)(

̂
f �M,N �

̂
1)

∼� H(�)(
̂
f �M � 1̂ ,N).

(8)

The last bĳection shows that in an equipment, the frame functor (L,R) : �1 → �0 ×�0
turns out to also be an opfibration.

We record some notation for (8). Given a 2-cell φ ∈ f�1(M,N), we write φ̂ ∈
H(�)(M � 1̂ , f̂ � N) and

̂
φ ∈ H(�)(

̂
f � M,N �

̂
1) for its image under the above

bĳections,

A B

C D

M

f 1

N

⇓φ

A B D

A C D

M 1̂

f̂ N

⇓φ̂

C A B

C D B

̂
f M

N
̂
1

⇓

̂
φ

2.12. Example. There is a double category �rof defined as follows. The vertical category
is �rof0 � Cat the category of small categories and functors. Given objects C ,D ∈ �rof,
a horizontal arrow between them is a profunctor M : C D , as described in Section 2.1.
A 2-cell φ ∈ F�rofG(M,N), as to the left of (9), denotes a natural transformation, as to
the right of (9), with components φc ,d : M(c , d)→ N(Fc ,Gd):

C D

E F

M

F G

N

⇓φ

C op
×D E op

×F

Set
M

Fop
×G

φ
⇒

N
(9)

The horizontal composite of profunctors M�N is definedby the coend (4), or equivalently
by the coequalizer (5), and the horizontal unit is UC � HomC : C C . This gives �rof
the structure of a double category, such that H(�rof) is the bicategory Prof defined in
Section 2.6.

Moreover, the double category �rof is biclosed (see Definition 2.9): given proarrows
M : C D , N : D E , and P : C E , one defines left and right exponentiation
using ends

(N B P)(c , d) �
∫

e∈E
P(c , e)N(d ,e)

� [E , Set](N(d ,−), P(c ,−))

(P CM)(d , e) �
∫

c∈C
P(c , e)M(c ,d)

� [C op, Set](M(−, d), P(−, e))
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which evidently inherit left and right actions from the respective categories when viewed
as bimodules.

Finally, �rof is an equipment because for any F,G,N as in (9), there is a cartesian
2-cell whose domain is precisely the profunctor N(F,G) :� N ◦ (Fop

× G) obtained by
composition. The companion and conjoint of any functor F : C → D are the representable
profunctors (3)

F̂ � D(F,−) and
̂
F � D(−, F).

Thus we can also represent the cartesian lifting as N(F,G) � F̂ � N �

̂
G.

2.13. Definition. Let I be a small category. We say that a double category� has local
colimits of shape I if, for each pair of objects A, B ∈ �, the hom-categoryH(�)(A, B) has
colimits of shape I and these are preserved by horizontal composition on both sides,

L � (colimi∈I Mi) ∼� colimi∈I (L �Mi)
(colimi∈I Mi) � N ∼� colimi∈I (Mi � N).

We say that� has local colimits if it has local colimits of shape I for all small I .

2.14. Example. The equipment�rofhas local colimits. Indeed, eachhorizontal bicategory
is a category of set-valued functors. Colimits exist, and they are preserved by horizontal
composition because composition is defined by coends, which are themselves colimits.

2.15. Collage of a proarrow. In some equipments�, a proarrow can be represented in
a certain sense by an object in�, called its collage. For example, it is well known that
a profunctor can be represented by a category, as we review in Example 2.19. In this
section we collect some useful properties of the collage construction, in an arbitrary
equipment.

2.16. Definition. Let M : A B be a proarrow in an equipment �. Its collage is an
object M̃ equipped with vertical arrows iA : A→ M̃ ← B : iB, called the collage inclusions,
together with a 2-cell

A B

M̃ M̃ ,

M

iA iB

M̃

⇓µ (10)
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that is universal in the sense that any diagram as to the left below (a cocone under M)
factors uniquely as to the right:

A B

X X

M

fA fB

X

⇓ f �

A B

M̃ M̃

X X

M

iA iB

M̃
f̄ f̄

X

⇓µ

⇓ f̄

(11)

2.17. Remark. The existence of a 2-cell µ with the above universal property amounts to
the existence of a left adjoint (̃−) : �1 → �0 to the unit functorU fromDefinition 2.8, since
it establishes a bĳection �0(M̃ ,X) ∼� �1(M,UX). From this perspective, the universal
2-cell µ : M ⇒ UM̃ , as in (10), is the unit of the adjunction.

2.18. Definition. An equipment� is said to have collages if every proarrow in� has a
collage as in (11). By Remark 2.17,� has collages if and only if there exists a left adjoint
(̃−) : �1 → �0 to the unit functor U.

We say� has normal collages if additionally the unit of the adjunction µ is cartesian.

2.19. Example. The proarrow equipment �rof has normal collages. The collage M̃ of a
profunctor M : C op

×D → Set is a category where Ob(M̃) :� Ob(C ) tOb(D), and

M̃(x , y) �




C (x , y) if x ∈ C and y ∈ C

M(x , y) if x ∈ C and y ∈ D

∅ if x ∈ D and y ∈ C

D(x , y) if x ∈ D and y ∈ D

(12)

Composition in M̃ is defined using composition in C and D and the functoriality of
M. There are evident functors iC : C → M̃ and iD : D → M̃, and the 2-cell µ : M ⇒ UM̃
sends an element m ∈ M(c , d) to m ∈ M̃(iC (c), iD (d)) � M(c , d). It is easy to see that µ
is cartesian, so �rof has normal collages.

This construction satisfies the universal property (11). Suppose we are given
fC : C → X , fD : D → X , and a 2-cell f as in (11). It is easy to see that the unique
f̄ : M̃ → X (and so U f̄ : UM̃ ⇒ UX ) that works is defined by cases, using fC on
objects and morphisms in C , using fD on objects and morphisms in D , and using f on
morphisms with domain in C and codomain in D .

Note also that for any profunctor M as above, there is an induced functor M̃ → 2,
where 2 � {0→ 1}, sometimes called the free arrow category, is the collage of the terminal
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profunctor {∗} {∗}. In fact, if Cat/2 denotes the slice category, it is not hard to check
that the collage construction provides an equivalence of categories

�rof1 ' Cat/2 (13)

In particular, from a functor F : A → 2 we obtain a profunctor between the pullbacks of
F along 0, 1: {∗}→ 2 respectively.

2.20. Proarrows between collages; simplices. We now want to consider general proar-
rows M̃ Ñ between collages in�, by defining a category of simplices. Although we
will only need this in the case� � �rof, we found the proofs simpler in the general case.

For intuition, consider two profunctors M : C0 C1 and N : D0 D1. A profunctor
X : M̃ Ñ must assign a set X(c , d) in four different cases: c is an object in either C0
or C1, and likewise for d. We could try splitting X into four profunctors Xi , j : Ci D j ,
but this would not encode all of the functorial actions needed to recover X. For
instance, given objects c ∈ C0, c′ ∈ C1, and d ∈ D0, and given an element x ∈ X1,0(c′, d)
and a morphism m : c → c′ in M̃ (i.e. an element m ∈ M(c , c′)), there is an element
m · x ∈ X0,0(c , d). The idea behind the following construction is to encode all of the data
of a profunctor X between collage objects by four profunctors, together with four 2-cells
which capture all of those functorial actions.

2.21. Definition. Let M : A0 A1 and N : B0 B1 be proarrows in�. We define an
(M,N)-simplex X to be a collection of proarrows {X0,0,X0,1,X1,0,X1,1}

A1 B0

A0 B1

X1,0

X1,1
NX0,0

X0,1

M

together with four 2-cells X0,∗,X1,∗,X∗,0,X∗,1 as in

A1

Bk

A0

X1,k

M

X0,k

⇓X∗,k

B0

A j

B1

N

X j,0

X j,1

⇓X j,∗

such that the following equation holds:

A1 B0

A0 B1

X1,0

NX0,0

X0,1

M
⇓X∗,0

⇓X0,∗

�

A1 B0

A0 B1

X1,0

X1,1 N

X0,1

M
⇓X1,∗

⇓X∗,1
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A morphism α : X → Y between two (M,N)-simplices consists of component 2-cells
α � (α0,0, α0,1, α1,0, α1,1), where α j,k : X j,k → Yj,k satisfy four evident equations. We
have thus defined the category of (M,N)-simplices, denoted MSimpN .

Suppose that the equipment� has local initial objects; see Definition 2.13. Then for
any proarrow M : A0 A1, there is an (M,M)-simplex given by the proarrows

A1 A0

A0 A1

0

A1
MA0

M

M

together with the evident 2-cells; we call this the unit simplex on M and denote it by
1M ∈ MSimpM .

2.22. The functor MResN . There is a functor MResN : H(�)(M̃ , Ñ)→ MSimpN defined
as follows. On some P : M̃ Ñ , the four proarrows are given by the restrictions along
the collage inclusions iA j : A j → M̃ and iBk : Bk → Ñ, namely X j,k � îA j � P �

̂
iBk , and

the 2-cells are given by horizontal composition with the universal µM , µN .
The following proposition follows directly from definitions.

2.23. Proposition. Suppose that� has local initial objects and collages. The four 2-cells

A A

M̃ M̃

A

iA iA

M̃

⇓iA

A B

M̃ M̃

M

iA iB

M̃

⇓µ

B A

M̃ M̃

0

iB iA

M̃

⇓!

B B

M̃ M̃

B

iB iB

M̃

⇓iB
(14)

induce a morphism uM : 1M → MResM(UM̃) in MSimpM . The following are equivalent
1. uM is an isomorphism in MSimpM .
2. each of the four squares in (14) is cartesian.
3. the four induced 2-cells are isomorphisms:

ηiA : UA
∼
−→ îA�

̂
iA , µ : M ∼

−→ îA�

̂
iB , ! : 0 ∼−→ îB�

̂
iA , ηiB : UB

∼
−→ îB�

̂
iB . (15)

Note that if� satisfies the equivalent conditions in Proposition 2.23 then, in particular,
it has normal collages.

2.24. Definition. Let� be an equipment. We will say that� has extensive collages if it
satisfies the following conditions:

1. � has collages and local initial objects,
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2. any of the equivalent conditions from Proposition 2.23 are satisfied,
3. for every pair of proarrows M and N, the functor MResN : H(�)(M̃ , Ñ) →

MSimpN is an equivalence of categories.

Extensive collages are best behaved in the presence of local finite colimits. The
following proposition provides a condition which is equivalent to condition 3 above in
this case, but which is often easier to verify. The proof provides an explicit construction
of the inverse of MResN using colimits in the horizontal bicategories.

2.25. Proposition. Suppose that� is an equipment with collages, that it satisfies condition 2
in Definition 2.24, and that � has local finite colimits (so it also satisfies condition 1). Then
condition 3 is equivalent to the following condition:

3’. for any proarrow M : A B, the following square is a pushout in H(�)(M̃ , M̃):
̂
iA � îA �

̂
iB � îB

̂
iB � îB

̂
iA � îA UM̃

εiA�

̂
iB� îB

̂
iA� îA�εiB εiB

εiA

p

(16)

Proof. Suppose � has local finite colimits and satisfies condition 2. First assuming
condition 3 we will show that (16) is a pushout. It suffices that its image under the
equivalence MResN (Section 2.22) is a pushout, i.e. each of the four restriction functors,

îA � – �
̂
iA : H(�)(M̃ , M̃)→H(�)(A,A),

as well as îA � – �
̂
iB, îB � – �

̂
iA, and îB � – �

̂
iB, take the diagram (16) to a pushout

square. This follows easily from condition 2, in particular the four isomorphisms of (15).
Conversely, assuming condition 3’, we will show that MResN is an equivalence of

categories for any pair of proarrows M : A0 A1, N : B0 B1. To define the inverse
functor, let X ∈ MSimpN be a simplex, and consider the diagram

A1 B0

M̃ Ñ

A0 B1

X1,0

X1,1
N

îB0

̂
iA1

̂
iA0

X0,0

X0,1

M

îB1
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which also contains six 2-cells:

X∗,k : M � X1,k → X0,k , X j,∗ : X j,0 � N → X j,1,̂
µM :

̂
iA0 �M →

̂
iA1 , µ̂N : N � îB1 → îB0

where the µ’s are universal 2-cells and µ̂ and
̂
µ are as in Section 2.11.

The inverse to MResN , which we denote (X 7→ X̃) : MSimpN → H(�)(M̃ , Ñ), is
given by sending the simplex X to the colimit inH(�)(M̃ , Ñ) of the 3 × 3 square: 1

̂
iA0 X0,0̂iB0

̂
iA0 MX1,0̂iB0

̂
iA1 X1,0̂iB0 P

̂
iB0 îB0

̂
iA0 X0,0NîB1

̂
iA0 MX1,0NîB1

̂
iA1 X1,0NîB1 P

̂
iB0 NîB1

̂
iA0 X0,1̂iB1

̂
iA0 MX1,1̂iB1

̂
iA1 X1,1̂iB1 P

̂
iB1 îB1

̂
iA0 îA0P

̂
iA0 MîA1P

̂
iA1 îA1P P

X∗,0

̂
µM

µ̂N

X0,∗

µ̂N

X1,∗

X∗,0

̂
µM

µ̂N

X1,∗

µ̂N

̂
µN

X∗,1
̂
µM

µ̂M

̂
µM

(17)

Note that this colimit can be formed by first taking the pushout of each row, and then
taking the pushout of the resulting span, or by taking column-wise pushouts first. For
the time being, ignore the separated right-hand column and bottom row of (17).

We now show that MResN and X 7→ X̃ are inverse equivalences. Suppose P : M̃ Ñ
is a proarrow and let X � MResN(P); wewant to show that there is a natural isomorphism
P ∼� X̃. Performing the substitution X j,k � îA j P

̂
iBk and using the isomorphisms from

(15), e.g. M ∼� îA0

̂
iA1 , each row (resp. each column) can be seen as a composition of some

proarrow—namely the one in the right-hand column (resp. bottom row)—with the
diagram (16). Since local colimits commute with proarrow composition, the right-hand
column (resp. bottom row) proarrows are indeed the pushouts. In the same way, one
checks that P is the colimit of both the right-hand column and the bottom row.

In the other direction, if X ∈ MSimpN is any simplex and X̃ is the colimit of the
square in (17), we want to show that MResN(X̃) ∼� X. It is straightforward to check that
îA j � X̃ �

̂
iBk
∼� X j,k by composing the square with îA j on the left and

̂
iBk on the right

and applying the equations of (15). It is moreover easy to see that these isomorphisms
form the components of an isomorphism of simplices MResN(X̃) ∼� X. Thus MResN is
an equivalence of categories.

1We suppress the � symbol in the objects to reduce the required space.
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2.26. Example. The equipment �rof has extensive collages. Indeed, �rof has local
colimits by Example 2.14 and normal collages by Example 2.19. Moreover, we will verify
that �rof satisfies condition 3’ of Proposition 2.25.

If M : C D is a profunctor, then we need to show that (16) is a pushout in the
category [M̃op

× M̃ , Set]. It suffices to show that it is a pointwise pushout. For any
objects x , y ∈ M̃, it is not hard to see that (16) becomes one of the following pushout
squares in Set:

0 0 M(x , y) M(x , y)

C (x , y) C (x , y) M(x , y) M(x , y)

0 0 0 D(x , y)

0 0 0 D(x , y)

y ∈ C y ∈ D

x ∈ C p p

x ∈ D p p

2.27. Collages as lax (co)limits. When an equipment� has extensive collages and local
finite colimits (like �rof), there is another universal property involving collages, which
can be expressed entirely in terms of the horizontal bicategoryH(�).
2.28. Definition. Let B be a bicategory, let F : A → B be 1-cell in B, and let X be an
object inB. Define a category of lax cocones from F to X, written FCoconeX , as follows:
an object of FCoconeX is a diagram

B

X

A

PB

F

PA

⇓π

and a morphism α : (PA , PB , π) → (QA ,QB , χ) is a pair of 2-cells αA : PA → QA and
αB : PB → QB making an evident diagram commute.

Any cocone (PA , PB , π) ∈ FCoconeX induces a functor B(X,Y) → FCoconeY by
composition. If this functor is an equivalence of categories, then we say that X is a lax
colimit of the arrow F (see for example [Kel89]). Dually, there is a category XConeF of
lax cones from X to F, employed in the definition of lax limits of arrows.

2.29. Proposition. Let � be an equipment with extensive collages and local finite colimits,
and let M : A B be a proarrow with collage iA : A→ M̃ ← B : iB. The triangle on the left
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exhibits M̃ as a lax colimit of the 1-cell M in H(�), and the triangle on the right exhibits M̃ as
a lax limit of M.

B

M̃

A

îB

M

îA

⇓µ̂

A

M̃

B

M

̂
iA

̂
iB

⇓

̂
µ

Proof. The 2-cells µ̂,
̂
µ correspond to the cartesian µ as in Section 2.11. We will show

that the triangle on the left is a lax colimit cocone, i.e. that composing with µ̂ induces an
equivalence of categoriesH(�)(M̃ ,Y)→ MCoconeY for any Y. We define the inverse
functor to send a cocone (PA , PB , π) to the proarrow P : M̃ Y defined by a pushout
in H(�)(M̃ ,Y): ̂

iA �M � PB

̂
iB � PB

̂
iA � PA P

̂
µ�PB

̂
iA�π

p

(18)

Suppose we start with an arbitrary proarrow Q : M̃ Y, and compose with µ̂ to get
the cocone π � µ̂ � Q : M � îB � Q → îA � Q. We can see that the pushout (18) is just
(16) composed by Q on the right, showing P ∼� Q. On the other hand, if we start with
an arbitrary cocone π, take the pushout P as in (18), then compose on the left with
µ̂ : M � îB → îA, it is easy to check that we get π back.

Thus the pushout (18) does define an inverse functor MCoconeY → H(�)(M̃ ,Y),
showing that the triangle on the left is a lax colimit cocone. The lax limit cone follows
by a dual argument.

2.30. Remark. For convenience, we will break down the universal property of M̃ as the
lax limit of M. Suppose� has extensive collages.

Given any PA : X A, PB : X B, and 2-cell π : PA �M → PB, there is a proarrow
P : X M̃ (which is unique up to isomorphism by the 2-dimensional part of the
universal property of Proposition 2.29) such that π ∼� P �

̂
µ. Namely cartesian 2-cells

exist, by PA
∼� P �

̂
iA, PB

∼� P �

̂
iB, satisfying the equation (where µ is also cartesian)

X A B

X M̃ M̃

PA M

iA iB

P M̃

cart ⇓µ �

A
X B

X M̃

MPA

PB iB

P

⇓π

cart

(19)
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The 2-dimensional part of the universal property says that, given αA : pA → qA and
αB : pB → qB such that αB ◦ p � q ◦ αA, there is a unique α : P → Q making the evident
diagrams commute.

The universal property for the lax colimit is dual.

3. Algebraic theories

In this section, we recall some basic aspects of the well-knownwork on algebraic theories
and their algebras [ARV11] relevant to our purposes. In particular, algebraic theories
are often used to define data types within various programming languages [Mit96], and
as stated in the introduction, our main goal is to connect databases and programming
languages.

3.1. Definition. A (multisorted) algebraic theory is a category T with finite products as
well as a set ST , elements of which are called base sorts, such that every object in T is
uniquely a finite product of elements of ST . The terminal object in T is denoted 1.

The category ATh has algebraic theories as objects, and morphisms T → T ′ are
product preserving functors F which send base sorts to base sorts: for any s ∈ ST ,
F(s) ∈ ST ′.

3.2. Remark. The condition that morphisms of algebraic theories should send base
sorts to base sorts is not always part of the definition. Although we do not emphasize
this point, our use of algebraic theories and their algebras is perhaps most naturally
formalized using cartesian multicategories; see [Lei04].

3.3. Remark. Throughout this paper we will discuss algebraic theories—categories
with finite products and functors that preserve them—which are closely related to the
notion of finite product sketches; see [BW85]. However, aside from issues of syntax and
computation, everything we say in this paper would also hold if algebraic theories were
replaced by essentially algebraic theories—categories with finite limits and functors that
preserve them—which are analogous to finite limit sketches.

3.4. Definition. Let T be an algebraic theory. An algebra (sometimes called a model) of
T is a finite product-preserving functor T → Set. The category T -Alg of T -algebras is
the full subcategory of [T , Set] spanned by the finite product-preserving functors.

3.5. Example. If T is an algebraic theory, and t ∈ T is an object, then the representable
functor T (t ,−) preserves finite products. Thus the Yoneda embedding y : T op

→

[T , Set] factors through T -Alg.
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In particular, y(1) � T (1,−) is the initial T -algebra for any algebraic theory, called
the algebra of constants and denoted by κ :� y(1).

We state the following theorem for future reference; proofs can be found in [AR94].

3.6. Theorem. Let T be any algebraic theory.
• The Yoneda embedding y : T op

→ T -Alg is dense. (By definition, T -Alg is a full
subcategory of [T , Set].)

• T -Alg is closed in [T , Set] under sifted colimits. ([AR94, Prop. 2.5].)
• T -Alg has all colimits. ([AR94, Thm. 4.5].)

3.7. Warning. Note that the forgetful functor T -Alg → [T , Set] in general does not
preserve colimits; i.e. colimits inT -Alg are not taken pointwise. However, see Remark 6.9.

3.8. Remark. For convenience, we will recall the notion of a dense functor, though we
only use it in the case of the inclusion of a full subcategory. A functor F : A → C is
dense if one of the following equivalent conditions holds:

• for any object C ∈ C , the canonical cocone from the canonical diagram (F ↓ C)→ C

to C is a colimit cocone,
• the identity functor idC is the pointwise left Kan extension of the F along itself,
• the representable functor C (F,−) : C → [A op, Set] is fully faithful,
• (assuming C is cocomplete) for any object C ∈ C , the canonical morphism∫ A∈A

C (F(A), C) · F(A)→ C is an isomorphism.

3.9. Algebraic profunctors. In the previous section, we recalled the basic elements of
the theory of profunctors (see Sections 2.1 to 2.6). At this point, we wish to characterize
those profunctors between a category and an algebraic theory M : C T , which
interact nicely with the products in T .

The following equivalences are easy to establish, by translating a product-preserving
condition for M : C op

× T → Set under (− ×A ) a (−)A , and by (12) for the collage
construction in �rof.

3.10. Lemma. Let C be a category and T an algebraic theory. For any profunctor M : C T ,
the following are equivalent:

• for each c ∈ C , the functor M(c , –) : T → Set preserves finite products,
• M : T → SetC op preserves finite products,
• M : C op

→ SetT factors through the full subcategory T -Alg,
• the inclusion iT : T → M̃ into the collage of M preserves finite products.
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3.11. Definition. We refer to a profunctor M satisfying any of the equivalent conditions
of Lemma 3.10 as an algebraic profunctor, or we say that it preserves products on the right.
We denote a profunctor M : C T which is algebraic, using a differently-decorated
arrow

M : C T .

We define the category Prof× to be the full subcategory of the pullback

Prof× · �rof1

Cat ×ATh Cat × Cat

y
(L,R)

spanned by the algebraic profunctors. Here, L and R are the frame functors (Defini-
tion 2.8).

Suppose given a pair of composable profunctors C
M

D
N

T in which the latter
is algebraic. We want to compose them in such a way that the composition is also
algebraic. It is not hard to see that ordinary profunctor composition M � N does not
generally satisfy this property; however, we can define a composition which does. In
Definition 3.12 we will formalize this as a left action ⊗ of �rof on Prof×:

Cat Prof× ATh

�rof1 ·

Cat Prof×

L R

R

L
⊗

p

L

R (20)

We thus aim to define a functor ⊗ (dotted line) from the category of composable
profunctor pairs where the second is algebraic, such that the above diagram commutes.

Let D be a category, T an algebraic theory, and N : D T an algebraic profunctor.
By Lemma 3.10, we can consider N to be a functor N : Dop

→ T -Alg. Define the functor
Λ×N : SetD → T -Alg by the coend formula

Λ×N(J) �
∫ d∈D

J(d) · N(d)

taken in the category T -Alg. This coend exists because T -Alg is cocomplete, and the
formula coincides with (2), except there the coend is taken in SetT , thus is pointwise.
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3.12. Definition. Let M ∈ �rof1(C ,D) be a profunctor, and let N ∈ Prof×(D ,T ) be an
algebraic profunctor. The left tensor of M on N , denoted M ⊗ N ∈ Prof×(C ,T ) is defined
by the composition Λ×N ◦M : C op

→ T -Alg.

This left tensor can evidently be extended to a functor ⊗ as in (20). It is also simple
to check that it defines a left action of �rof on Prof×, in the sense that ⊗ respects units
and composition in �rof.

4. Presentations and syntax

In this section we will introduce syntax for algebraic theories, as well as for categories
and (co)presheaves. In general, a presentation of a given mathematical object consists
of generators and relations in a specified form. The object itself is then obtained by
recursively generating terms according to a syntax, and then quotienting by the relations.

The material in this section is relatively standard (see, e.g. [Jac99] or [Mit96]). We go
through it carefully in order to fix the notation we will use in examples.

4.1. Presentations of algebraic theories. The presentation of an algebraic theory, as
defined in Definition 3.1, does not explicitly mention products. Instead, it relies on
multi-arity function symbols on the base sorts (cf. Remark 3.2). A signature simply lays
out these sorts and function symbols.

4.2. Definition. An algebraic signature is a pair Σ � (SΣ,ΦΣ), where SΣ is a set of base
sorts and ΦΣ is a set of function symbols. Each function symbol f ∈ Φ is assigned a
(possibly empty, ordered) list of sorts dom( f ) and a single sort cod( f ). We use the
notation f : (s1, . . . , sn) → s′ to mean that dom( f ) � (s1, . . . , sn) and cod( f ) � s′. We
call n the arity of f ; if n � 0, we say it is 0-ary and write it f : ()→ s′.

4.3. Definition. Let ASig denote the category of algebraic signatures. A morphism
F : Σ → Σ′ between signatures is a pair of functions FS : SΣ → SΣ′ and FΦ : ΦΣ → ΦΣ′,
such that for any function symbol f ∈ ΦΣ with f : (s1, . . . , sn) → s′, dom(FΦ f ) �

(FS(s1), . . . , FS(sn)) and cod(FΦ f ) � FS(s′).
4.4. Example. Consider the signature Σ for the algebraic theory of monoid actions on
a set. There are two sorts, S � {m , s}, and three function symbols, η : () → m for the
unit, µ : (m ,m)→ m for the multiplication, and α : (m , s)→ s for the action. If Σ′ is the
theory of monoids, there is an evident inclusion morphism Σ′→ Σ.
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4.5. Example. Every algebraic theoryT has an underlying algebraic signatureΣT , whose
base sorts are those of T , and whose function symbols f : (s1, . . . , sn) → s′ are the
morphisms f ∈ T (s1 × · · · × sn , s′). This defines a functor U : ATh→ ASig.

We will see in Remark 4.14 that U has a left adjoint, giving the free algebraic theory
generated by a signature. We construct this left adjoint syntactically, and we will make
use of this syntax throughout the paper.

4.6. Definition. Fix an algebraic signature Σ. A context Γ over Σ is formally a set Γv

together with a function Γs : Γv → SΣ. In other words, a context is an object of the
slice category Set/SΣ , or equivalently the functor category SetSΣ , regarding SΣ as a
discrete category. When the set Γv is finite, we will encode both Γv and Γs as a list
Γ � (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn), and refer to Γ as a finite context.

If Γ � (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn) and Γ′ � (x′1 : s′1, . . . , x
′
m : s′m) are two contexts, we

will write Γ, Γ′ � (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn , x′1 : s′1, . . . , x
′
m : s′m) for their concatenation,

equivalently given by the induced functionΓvtΓ
′
v → SΣ. In practice, when concatenating

contexts, we implicitly assume that variables are renamed as necessary to avoid name
clashes. We denote the empty context by ∅.

4.7. Remark. Intuitively, a context (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn) represents the declaration that
symbol xi “belongs to the sort” si . We consider two contexts to be equivalent if they are
the same up to permutation and renaming of variables, i.e. if they are isomorphic as
objects of Set/SΣ . We treat the parentheses around a context as optional, and use them
only as an aid to readability.

The primary role of contexts is to explicitly list the “free variables” which are allowed
to be used inside an expression. Thus a context (x : Int, y : A) roughly corresponds to
the English “let x be an integer and let y be an element of A”. The next definition makes
this intuition precise.

4.8. Definition. Fix an algebraic signature Σ and a context Γ. A term in context Γ is an
expression built out of the variables in Γ and function symbols in Σ. Every term has an
associated sort. We use the notation Γ ` t : s to denote that t is a term in context Γ and
that t has sort s.

Terms in context Γ are defined recursively as follows:
• if (x : s) ∈ Γ, then Γ ` x : s,
• if f : (s1, . . . , sn)→ s′ is a function symbol in Σ and Γ ` ti : si for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

then Γ ` f (t1, . . . , tn) : s′.

We will sometimes refer to terms ∅ ` t in the empty context as ground terms. A
ground term t must not contain any variables, and so must be constructed entirely out
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of function symbols in Σ (which includes 0-ary function symbols). Note that there can
be terms in non-empty contexts which contain no variables, but we will not call these
ground terms.

4.9. Example. In Example 4.4 we gave the signature Σ for monoid actions. An example
term is x1, x2 : m , p : s ` α(µ(x1, x2), p) : s. An example ground term is∅ ` µ(η, µ(η, η)) :
m.

One can think of a variable x which appears in a term t as a placeholder which can
be replaced by other expressions. For instance, in x3

− 2x, the variable x can be replaced
by any number, or even another polynomial. To make this precise, the operation of
substitution is defined recursively.

4.10. Definition. Let Θ, Γ, andΨ be contexts. If (Θ, x : s , Ψ) ` t : s′ and Γ ` u : s are
terms, thenΘ, Γ,Ψ ` t[x B u] : s′ denotes the term obtained by replacing all occurrences
of x in t with u. This substitution operation is defined formally by recursion:

• x[x B u] � u,
• x′[x B u] � x′ if x′ , x,
• f (t1, . . . , tn)[x B u] � f (t1[x B u], . . . , tn[x B u]).
If (Θ, x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn , Ψ) ` t : s′ and Γ ` ui : si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Θ, Γ,Ψ `

t[x1 B u1, . . . , xn B un] : s′ denote the term obtained by simultaneous substitution,
also written t[xi B ui] or t[~x B ~u] for compactness when this is clear.

4.11. Definition. Let Γ and Θ be contexts over an algebraic signature Σ, where Θ �

(x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn) is finite. A context morphism Γ → Θ is a tuple of terms Γ ` ti : si

for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, written [x1 B t1, . . . , xn B tn] : Γ → Θ, or [xi B ti] or [~x B ~t] for
compactness.

IfΨ � (y1 : s′1, . . . , ym : s′m) is another finite context, and [~y B ~u] : Θ→ Ψ a context
morphism, the composition [~y B ~u] ◦ [~x B ~t] is defined to be [yi B ui[~x B ~t]] : Γ→ Ψ.

4.12. Example. Continuing with Examples 4.4 and 4.9, consider contexts Γ � (x1, x2 :
m , p : s) and Θ � (y : m , q : s). There is a context morphism Γ→ Θ given by

�
y :� x1, q :� α

�
µ(x1, x2), p��

.

4.13. Definition. Let Σ be an algebraic signature. Define the category of contexts over Σ,
denoted CxtΣ, to be the category of finite contexts over Σ and context morphisms. We
define the category of possibly infinite contexts over Σ, denoted CxtΣ, to be the obvious
extension.
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4.14. Remark. It is not hard to see that CxtΣ has finite products, given by concatenation of
contexts, and that the objects ofCxtΣ are freely generatedunder products by the base sorts
(i.e. the singleton contexts). Thus this construction defines a functor Cxt : ASig→ ATh.
In fact, the functorCxt is left adjoint to the underlying signature functorU : ATh→ ASig
from Example 4.5. Hence we will also refer to CxtΣ as the free algebraic theory on the
signature Σ.

The category ASig is for many purposes too rigid: a morphism in ASig is required
to send function symbols to function symbols, whereas one often wants to send function
symbols to a more complex expression. We now define this more flexible category of
signatures.

4.15. Definition. Define ASig∗ to be the Kleisli category of the monad induced by the
adjunction Cxt a U of Remark 4.14 on the category ASig.2 Concretely, ASig∗ is defined
just like ASig in Definition 4.3, but where a morphism F : Σ→ Σ′ between signatures
is allowed to send a function symbol f : (s1, . . . , sn) → s′ in ΦΣ to an arbitrary term�
x1 : FS(s1), . . . , xn : FS(sn)� ` FΦ( f ) : FS(s′) over Σ′. Composition of these signature
morphisms is defined by substitution.

We are now ready to discuss presentations of algebraic theories. We begin with a
careful consideration of equations.

4.16. Definition. Let Σ be an algebraic signature. An equation over Σ is a pair of terms
(t , t′), where t and t′ are in the same finite context Γ and have the same sort s. We
denote such a pair by the equation Γ ` (t � t′) : s, or simply by Γ ` t � t′ if no confusion
should arise.

Let E be a set of equations over Σ. Define ≈E to be the smallest equivalence relation
on terms over Σ such that

1. if Γ ` t � t′ is an equation of E, then Γ ` t ≈E t′,
2. if f : (s1, . . . , sn)→ s′ is a function symbol and Γ ` (ti ≈E t′i) : si for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

then Γ `
�

f (t1, . . . , tn) ≈ f (t′1, . . . , t′n)
�

: s′,
3. if Θ ` (t ≈E t′) : s, and [~x B ~u] : Γ → Θ is a context morphism, then Γ `

�
t[~x B

~u] ≈E t′[~x B ~u]� : s.

4.17. Remark. Condition 3 ofDefinition 4.16 is equivalent to the following two conditions:
3a. if (Θ,Ψ) ` (t ≈E t′) : s′, then (Θ, x : s ,Ψ) ` (t ≈E t′) : s′ for any sort s′,
3b. if (Θ, x : s ,Ψ) ` (t ≈E t′) : s′, and Γ ` u : s is a term, then we have (Θ, Γ,Ψ) `�

t[x :� u] ≈E t′[x :� u]� : s′.

2 We use the symbol ` between contexts and terms; we use the symbol a for adjunctions. Both are
standard notation and no confusion should arise.
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4.18. Definition. Let Σ be an algebraic signature, and E a set of equations over Σ. The
algebraic theory CxtΣ/E is the quotient of CxtΣ by the equivalence relation ≈E. In
other words, the objects of CxtΣ/E are finite contexts over Σ, and the morphisms are
≈E-equivalence classes of context morphisms. This quotient is well defined because ≈E

is by definition preserved under substitution.
Wecall thepair (Σ, E) a presentationof the algebraic theoryT if there is an isomorphism

T ∼� CxtΣ/E. We call it a finite presentation if both Σ and E are finite.

We now conclude our running example of monoid actions.

4.19. Example. In Example 4.4, we gave the signature for monoid actions on sets, with
sorts m , s and function symbols η, µ, α. To present the algebraic theory of monoid
actions on sets, we add the following four equations:

x : m ` µ(x , η) � x x , y , z : m ` µ
�
x , µ(y , z)� � µ�

µ(x , y), z�

x : m ` µ(η, x) � x x , y : m , p : s ` α
�
x , α(y , p)� � α�

µ(x , y), p�

4.20. Definition. Define the category of algebraic presentations APr as follows: the objects
of APr are pairs (Σ, E), where Σ is an algebraic signature and E is a set of equations over
Σ. A morphism F : (Σ, E) → (Σ′, E′) is a morphism F : Σ → Σ′ in the Kleisli category
ASig∗ such that F(t) ≈E′ F(t′) for each equation t � t′ of E.

Let Cxt also denote the functor APr→ ATh sending a pair (Σ, E) to CxtΣ/E.

4.21. Remark. Any algebraic theory T has a canonical presentation (ΣT , ET ), where ΣT is
the underlying signature from Example 4.5, and ET is defined such that an equation
x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn ` (t � t′) : s is in ET if and only if the morphisms corresponding to t
and t′ in the hom-set T (s1 × · · · × sn , s) are equal.

It is not hard to see that CxtΣT /ET
∼� T for any algebraic theory T . It is also

straightforward to check thatCxt : APr→ ATh is fully faithful, and hence an equivalence
of categories.

The following easy proposition establishes the fundamental connection between a
presentation for an algebraic theory T and algebras on T .

4.22. Proposition. Let Σ be an algebraic signature and E be a set of equations, and consider
an assignment of a set Fs to each sort s ∈ SΣ and a function F f : Fs1 × · · · × Fsn → Fs′ to
each function symbol f : (s1, . . . , sn) → s′ in ΦΣ. This assignment uniquely extends to a
CxtΣ-algebra F. In particular, given any term (x1 : s1, . . . , xn : sn) ` t : s′, there is a function
Ft : Fs1 × · · · × Fsn → Fs′.

The assignment uniquely extends to a CxtΣ/E-algebra if and only if it satisfies the equations
E, i.e. for each equation Γ ` t1 � t2 of E, the functions Ft1 and Ft2 are equal.
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x , y , z : Int ` (x + y) + z � x + (y + z)
x : Int ` x + 0 � x

x , y : Int ` x + y � y + x
x : Int ` x + (−x) � 0

x , y , z : Int ` (x × y) × z � x × (y × z)
x : Int ` x × 1 � x

x , y : Int ` x × y � y × x
x , y , z : Int ` x × (y + z) � (x × y) + (x × z)

Figure 1: Equations for the algebraic theory of commutative rings.

4.23. Example. Consider the presentation (Σ, E), where SΣ � {Int} is the only sort, ΦΣ
consists of the five function symbols 0, 1: ()→ Int, (−) : (Int)→ Int, and +,× : (Int, Int)→
Int, and E is the set of equations shown in Fig. 1. The algebraic theory T � CxtΣ/E
generated by this presentation is a category with objects the contexts over Σ, such as
(a : Int) or (x , y , z : Int). Some example context morphisms (x , y , z : Int)→ (a : Int) are
[a B (x + y) × (x + z)] and [a B ((x × x) + (x × z)) + ((y × x) + (y × z))]. These context
morphisms are equivalent under ≈E, so determine the same morphism in T .

It is possible to show that the category T -Alg is equivalent to the category CRing of
commutative rings. In particular, a product preserving functor F : T → Set must send
the context (a : Int) to some set R, the contextmorphism [a B x+y] : (x , y : Int)→ (a : Int)
to a function R × R → R, etc.

We name the single sort ‘Int’ to fit with the practice in type theory, in which the
“elements” of a type τ are considered to be the ground terms of type τ. That the ground
terms of sort ‘Int’ are precisely the integers is equivalent to the fact that � is the initial
commutative ring.

We will use the following algebraic theory throughout the paper in our database
examples.

4.24. Example. Consider the multi-sorted algebraic theory Type generated by the finite
theory presentation with base sorts, function symbols and equations as defined in Fig. 2,
page 28. It may be helpful to recall that implication can be written as (a ⇒ b) � ¬a ∨ b.
Clearly this algebraic theory includes the one from Example 4.23 as a sub-theory.
Similarly to viewing ground terms of type ‘Int’ as the integers, those of type ‘Str’ are
strings of letters, presented as the free monoid on 52 generators (upper and lower case
letters). For example, when we later write ‘Admin : Str’ we actually mean the term
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SΣ : Int, Bool, Str
ΦΣ : 0, 1 : ()→ Int

(−) : (Int)→ Int
+,× : (Int, Int)→ Int
≤ : (Int, Int)→ Bool

> : ()→ Bool
¬ : (Bool)→ Bool
∧ : (Bool,Bool)→ Bool
∨ : (Bool,Bool)→ Bool

ε, a, . . . ,Z : ()→ Str
(.) : (Str,Str)→ Str
eq : (Str,Str)→ Bool

E : boolean algebra:
α : Bool ` ¬¬α � α α, β : Bool ` α ∧ β � β ∧ α

α : Bool ` α ∧ > � α α, β : Bool ` α ∨ β � ¬(¬α ∧ ¬β)
α : Bool ` α ∧ ¬α � ¬> α, β, γ : Bool ` α ∧ (β ∨ γ) � (α ∧ β) ∨ (α ∧ γ))

commutative ring: all equations from Fig. 1
totally ordered ring:

x , y : Int ` (x ≤ y) ∧ (y ≤ x) � >
x , y , z ,w : Int ` ¬((x ≤ y) ∧ (z ≤ w)) ∨ (x + z ≤ y + w) � >

x , y , z : Int ` ¬((x ≤ y) ∧ (0 ≤ z)) ∨ (x × z ≤ y × z) � >
∅ ` (1 ≤ 0) � ¬>

monoid:
a : Str ` a.ε � a a , b , c : Str ` (a.b).c � a.(b.c)
a : Str ` ε.a � a

congruence:
a : Str ` (a eq a) � >

a , b : Str ` (a eq b) ∨ (b eq a) � >
a , b , c : Str ` ¬((a eq b) ∧ (b eq c)) ∨ (a eq c) � >

a , b , c , d : Str ` ¬((a eq b) ∧ (c eq d)) ∨ (a.c eq b.d) � >

Figure 2: Presentation of Type, our running example of an algebraic theory.

∅ ` A.d.m.i.n : Str.3 The ground terms of type ‘Bool’ are {True, False}, the elements of
the initial Boolean algebra.

4.25. Presentations of algebras. We now turn to presentations of algebras. Fix a
presentation (Σ, E), and let T � CxtΣ/E be the presented algebraic theory. Recall
by Definition 4.6 how we can think of objects in Set/SΣ , the category of SΣ-indexed
sets, as (possibly infinite) contexts over Σ. There is an evident forgetful functor
U : T -Alg→ Set/SΣ , which sends an algebra A : T → Set to the indexed set {(UA)s}s∈SΣ
where (UA)s � A(s).
4.26. Definition. Let Γ ∈ SetSΣ be an SΣ-indexed set, thought of as a context, and let
T � CxtΣ/E be a presented algebraic theory. Define the free T -algebra on Γ, denoted

3Similarly, we may use the shorthand x − y to denote what is really x + (−y).
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κ[Γ] : T → Set, to be the algebra for which κ[Γ](Θ) is the set of ≈E-equivalence classes
of context morphisms Γ → Θ, with functoriality given by composition of context
morphisms.

4.27. Remark. With notation as inDefinition 4.26, the elements of κ[Γ] of sort s are just the
≈E-equivalence classes of terms Γ ` t : s, and for any function symbol f : (s1, . . . , sn)→ s′

the induced function sends a tuple of terms Γ ` ti : si to the term Γ ` f (t1, . . . , tn) : s′.
By Proposition 4.22, this completely defines the algebra κ[Γ], whose standard name is
the term algebra over Γ. There is an adjunction

κ[–] : SetSΣ � (CxtΣ/E)-Alg :U (21)

For this reason, we may refer to κ[Γ] as the free algebra on the generating context Γ.

4.28. Example. Let T be any algebraic theory. The algebra generated by the empty
context is the algebra of constants κ[∅] � κ � y(1); see Example 3.5. Note that any term
in κ is necessarily a ground term (Definition 4.8). If X is any other T -algebra, we refer
to terms in the image of the unique map κ → X as constants in X.

4.29. Example. Let T be the algebraic theory from Example 4.23. The elements of κ[x , y :
Int] of the unique base sort ‘Int’ are ≈E-equivalence classes of terms x , y : Int ` t : Int,
such as x , y : Int ` (x + y) × x. But these are just polynomials in the variables x and y,
hence the commutative ring κ[x , y : Int] ∈ T -Alg is the polynomial ring�[x , y], the free
commutative ring on the set {x , y}.
4.30. Remark. Note that the Kleisli category for the adjunction (21) is precisely the
opposite of the category CxtΣ/E of possibly infinite contexts (Definition 4.13), and the
restriction of this Kleisli category to those objects X → SΣ of Set/SΣ for which X is finite
is the category (CxtΣ/E)op. Another way to say this is that the algebraic theory CxtΣ/E
is isomorphic to the opposite of the category of finitely generated free algebras over
CxtΣ/E, a fact which is true for any algebraic theory; see [ARV11, § 8].

4.31. Definition. Let Σ be an algebraic signature, Γ a context over Σ, and e an equation
over Σ. Say that e is an equation in Γ if it is between terms in context Γ. A set E′ of
equations over Σ is said to be in Γ if each element e ∈ E′ is.

4.32. Definition. Let (Σ, E) be a presentation for an algebraic theory T . A T -algebra
presentation is a pair (Γ, E′), where Γ is a context over Σ, and E′ is a set of equations in
Γ. Define κ[Γ]/E′ to be the quotient of the free T -algebra κ[Γ] (Definition 4.26) by the
equations E′. Concretely, (κ[Γ]/E′)(Θ) is the set of ≈E∪E′-equivalence classes of context
morphisms Γ→ Θ.
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A morphism of T -algebra presentations (cf. Definition 4.20) (Γ′, E′)→ (Γ′′, E′′) is simply
a context morphism [~x B ~t] : Γ′′→ Γ′ (note the direction!) such that for each equation
Γ′ ` u � v in E′, it follows that Γ′′ ` u[~x B ~t] ≈E∪E′′ v[~x B ~t].
4.33. Example. Let (Σ, E) be the theory of commutative rings as in Example 4.23, and
let Γ � (x , y : Int). Then κ[Γ] is the polynomial ring �[x , y] (Example 4.29). If e is the
equation x3 � y2 then (κ[Γ]/{e}) is the ring �[x , y]/(x3

− y2).
4.34. Remark. Recall that by Remark 4.21, every algebraic theory has a canonical
presentation and the functorAPr→ ATh frompresentations to theories is an equivalence.
For algebras the same turns out to be true. First, every T -algebra A ∈ (CxtΣ/E)-Alg has
a canonical presentation (Γ, E′), where Γ is the underlying SΣ-indexed set UA, and E′ is
the set of equations Γ ` t � t′ for which t and t′ are equated under the counit κ[Γ]→ A
of the adjunction from (21). Second, the category of such presentations (whose objects
and morphisms are given in Definition 4.32) is equivalent to T -Alg.

4.35. Definition. A T -algebra X is called consistent if the unique map κ → X is a
monomorphism. It is called satisfiable if there exists a map X → κ.

4.36. Presentations of categories. It is well known that categories are algebraic over
directed graphs, i.e. that a category can be presented by giving a graph together with a
set of a equations (see e.g. [Mac98, § II.8]). In the interest of completeness and consistency,
we will show here how to consider presentations for categories as a special case of
presentations for algebraic theories (see Definition 4.42).

Formally, a directed graph G consists of a set G0 of nodes and a set G1 of edges,
together with functions dom, cod: G1 → G0. Note that a directed graph G can be seen
as an algebraic signature (Definition 4.2) in which all function symbols are unary. The
set of sorts of the unary signature is simply the set G0 of nodes of G, and the set G1 of
edges is taken as the set of function symbols.

4.37. Definition. Say that an algebraic signature Σ is unary when all of its function
symbols are unary. As usual, we will write f : A→ B as shorthand for dom( f ) � A and
cod( f ) � B. From now on, we will identify a graph G with its corresponding unary
algebraic signature.

4.38. Remark. Let G be a graph, and let A, B ∈ G0 be nodes. Terms (Definition 4.8) of
type B in a singleton context (x : A) over (the unary signature associated to) G can be
identified with paths from A to B in G. As G has only unary function symbols, all such
terms must be of the form x : A ` fn(. . . f2( f1(x))) : B for some n ≥ 0.
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4.39. Proposition. Let G be a graph and Fr(G) the free category generated by G. Then Fr(G) is
isomorphic to the full subcategory of CxtG spanned by the singleton contexts.

4.40. Notation. Let Σ be an algebraic signature, and let Γ ` t be a term in some context.
In order to reduce parentheses, we will use the notation Γ ` t . f1. f2 . . . fn to denote
Γ ` fn(. . . f2( f1(t))), assuming that this is a well-formed term and that each fi is unary.

4.41. Definition. Let Σ be a (not necessarily unary) signature. An equation Γ ` t � t′

over Σ is unary if the context Γ is a singleton. Say that a set E of equations is unary if it
consists only of unary equations.

4.42. Definition. Let G be a graph, and let E be a set of unary equations over G. Define
the category presented by (G, E), denoted Fr(G)/E, to be the full subcategory of CxtG/E
spanned by the singleton contexts.

4.43. Proposition. Let (G, E) be a category presentation. The category CxtG/E is the free
category-with-finite-products on the category Fr(G)/E. In particular, there is an equivalence of
categories (CxtG/E)-Alg ' [Fr(G)/E, Set].
4.44. Presentations of set-valued functors. If C is a category given by a presentation
(G, E), then Proposition 4.43 provides a way of giving presentations for functors
C → Set. Let Γ be a context over the unary algebraic signature G. Then we can form
the free algebra κ[Γ] ∈ (CxtG/E)-Alg as in Definition 4.26. Under the equivalence
(CxtG/E)-Alg ' [C , Set], this corresponds to a functor C → Set, namely the restriction
of κ[Γ] : CxtG/E → Set to its full subcategory of singleton contexts C . We will denote
this restriction 〈Γ〉.

It is straightforward to check that the adjunction from Remark 4.27 restricts to an
adjunction 〈–〉 : SetG0 � [C , Set] :U. Hence 〈Γ〉 is the free copresheaf on C generated by
Γ.

Similarly, if E′ is a set of equations in context Γ, as in Definition 4.31, then we
denote by 〈Γ〉/E′ the restriction of κ[Γ]/E′ : CxtG/E → Set to C , and refer to this as the
copresheaf presented by (Γ, E′).
4.45. Presentations of algebraic profunctors. In Section 5 we will be interested in
algebraic profunctors M : C T where C is a category and T is an algebraic theory;
see Definition 3.11. Our approach to presenting an algebraic profunctor M between
C � Fr(G)/EG and T � CxtΣ/EΣ will be in terms of its collage M̃, as in Example 2.19.
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4.46. Definition. Let G � (G0,G1) be a graph (unary signature) and Σ � (SΣ,ΦΣ) be
an algebraic signature. A profunctor signature Υ from G to Σ is a set of unary function
symbols, where each function symbol att ∈ Υ is assigned a sort a :� dom(att) ∈ G0
and a sort τ :� cod(att) ∈ SΣ. We will sometimes refer to the function symbol att ∈ Υ
as an attribute, and denote it att : a → τ.

A profunctor signature Υ has an associated algebraic signature Υ̃ � (S
Υ̃
,Φ

Υ̃
), with

sorts S
Υ̃
� G0 t SΣ, and function symbols Φ

Υ̃
� G1 t Υ tΦΣ.

Say that a set EΥ of equations over Υ̃ is a set of profunctor equations if for each equation
Γ ` (t1 � t1) : s′ in EΥ, the context is a singleton Γ � (x : s) with s ∈ G0 and s′ ∈ SΣ.

4.47. Definition. Let (G, EG) be a category presentation, (Σ, EΣ) an algebraic theory
presentation, Υ a profunctor signature from G to Σ, and EΥ a set of profunctor equations.
Let E

Υ̃
� EG ∪ EΣ ∪ EΥ. Define the algebraic profunctor presented by this data, denoted

κ[Υ]/EΥ : Fr(G)/EG CxtΣ/EΣ, as follows:
• for any node a ∈ G0 and context Γ ∈ CxtΣ, the set (κ[Υ]/EΥ)(a , Γ) is the hom

set (Cxt
Υ̃
/E

Υ̃
)((x : a), Γ), i.e. the set of ≈EG∪EΣ∪EΥ-equivalence classes of context

morphisms (x : a)→ Γ over Υ̃,
• the functorial actions are given by substitution.

It is clear from the definition that the collage of the profunctor κ[Υ]/EΥ is a full
subcategory of Cxt

Υ̃
/E

Υ̃
. In fact, it is not much harder to see the following proposition;

cf. Proposition 4.43.

4.48. Proposition. Let C be a category with presentation (G, EG), let T be an algebraic theory
with presentation (Σ, EΣ), and let P : C T be an algebraic profunctor with presentation
(Υ, EΥ). The category Cxt

Υ̃
/E

Υ̃
is the free completion of the collage P̃ under finite products

for which existing products in T are preserved. In particular, the category (Cxt
Υ̃
/E

Υ̃
)-Alg of

functors (Cxt
Υ̃
/E

Υ̃
) → Set which preserve all finite products is equivalent to the category of

functors P̃ → Set whose restriction to T preserves finite products.

4.49. Example. Let C be the category presented by the terminal graph G0 � {X}, G1 �

{ f }, with equation x : X ` x. f � x. f . f . Let T be the algebraic theory of commutative
rings, as in Example 4.23. Consider the algebraic profunctor M : C T presented by a
single attribute Υ � {p : X → Int} and a single equation E � {x : X ` x. f .p � x.p × x.p}.
One can check that this presents the following profunctor C T :

κ[Υ]/EΥ ∼� �[x. f n .p]/�
x. f n+1.p � (x. f n .p)2 , x. f n+2.p � x. f n+1.p

�

∼� �[y0, y1, . . .]/�
y1 � y2

0 , y1 � y2
1

�

∼� �[y]/�
y2

� y4 �
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where, in the first line, n ranges over all natural numbers. The edge f ∈ G1 induces the
ring endomorphism f (y) 7→ y2.

5. Algebraic database schemas

In this section we move beyond background and into our construction of databases.
What we call (algebraic) databases straddle what are traditionally known as relational
databases and the more modern graph databases. Importantly, algebraic databases also
integrate a programming language Type, by which to operate on attribute values.

We take our terminology from the relational database world. That is, a database
consists of a conceptual layout, called a schema, as well as some conforming data, called
an instance (because it represents our knowledge in the current instant of time). In this
section we discuss the category of schemas; in Section 6 we discuss instances on them.

5.1. Schemas. For the rest of the paper, Type will be an arbitrary multi-sorted finitely
presented algebraic theory, as defined in Definition 4.18. However, in all examples,
we will fix Type to be the algebraic theory described in Example 4.24. Recall from
Definition 3.11 the notion of algebraic profunctors M ∈ Prof×(C ,Type), denoted
M : C Type.

5.2. Definition. A database schema S over Type is a pair (Se, So), where
• Se is a category, and
• So : Se Type is an algebraic profunctor; i.e. So ∈ Prof×(Se,Type).

We refer to Se as the entity category of S and to So as the observables profunctor. We will
also write So : Sop

e → Type-Alg for the exponential transpose of So : Sop
e × Type→ Set;

see Lemma 3.10.

5.3. Remark. It is often convenient to work with schemas in terms of their collages. If
S is the schema So : Se Type, we write S̃ for the collage of the profunctor So; see
Example 2.19. By (13), it comes equipped with a map S̃ → 2 and we refer to the two
pullbacks below respectively as the entity side and the type side of the collage:

Se S̃ Type

{∗} 2 {∗}

iS

!
y

iT

!
x

0 1
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5.4. Example. Any Type-algebra X : Type→ Set can be regarded as a schema ({∗},X),
where the entity category is terminal. In particular, the initial Type-algebra κ, described
in Example 3.5, can be viewed as a schema U � ({∗}, κ) called the unit schema.4

5.5. Presentations of schemas. A presentation for a schema So : Se Type is simply a
presentation for the category Se (see Definition 4.42) together with a presentation for
the algebraic profunctor So (see Definition 4.47). We spell this out in Definition 5.6.

5.6. Definition. A schema signature Ξ � (GΞ,ΥΞ) consists of a graph GΞ together with a
profunctor signature ΥΞ from GΞ to the signature of Type.

A schema presentation (Ξ, EΞ) consists of a schema signatureΞ, togetherwith equations
EΞ � (Ee, Eo), where Ee is a set of unary equations over GΞ, and Eo is a set of profunctor
equations over ΥΞ. Note that (GΞ, Ee) is a presentation for a category, which will be the
entity category Se, and (ΥΞ, Eo) is a presentation for an algebraic profunctor Se Type.
We denote the presented schema by Fr(Ξ)/EΞ.

We will write Ξ̃ to mean the associated algebraic signature Υ̃Ξ as in Definition 4.46,
with sorts (GΞ)0 t SΣ and function symbols (GΞ)1 t ΥΞ tΦΣ, where Type ∼� CxtΣ/EΣ.

In what follows, we refer to function symbols in ΥΞ as attributes, and refer to a
general term (x : A) ` t : τ, where A ∈ (GΞ)0 and τ ∈ Type, as an observable on A of type
τ. In other words, for a schema So : Se Type and objects A ∈ Se and τ ∈ Type, an
observable on A of type τ is an element t ∈ So(A, τ).
5.7. Example. The unit U � ({∗}, κ) of Example 5.4 is presented by the graph with one
vertex and no edges, the empty profunctor signature, and no equations. That is, U
has no attributes, so each of its observables is a ground term ∅ ` c : τ, i.e. a constant
c ∈ κ(τ) � Type(1, τ).
5.8. Example. Let Type be as in Example 4.24. Consider the presentation (Ξ, Ee, Eo) for
a schema S as displayed in Fig. 3, which will serve as a motivating example throughout
the paper. In this presentation, we use the labels "Entities" for (GΞ)0, "Edges" for (GΞ)1,
"Attributes" for ΥΞ, "Path Eqs" for Ee, and "Obs. Eqs" for Eo.

Below (22) is a graphical display of this presentation; its two grey dots are the entities,
its six arrows are the edges and attributes, and its four equations are the path and

4U is the unit of a certain symmetric monoidal structure on Schema (Definition 5.11), whose restriction
to entities is the cartesian monoidal structure on Cat; however, we do not pursue that here.
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Entities: Emp, Dept
Edges: mgr : Emp → Emp

wrk : Emp → Dept
sec : Dept→ Emp

Path Eqs: e : Emp ` e .mgr.mgr � e .mgr
e : Emp ` e .mgr.wrk � e .wrk
d : Dept ` d.sec.wrk � d

Attributes: last : Emp → Str
name : Dept→ Str
sal : Emp → Int

Obs. Eqs: e : Emp `
(e .sal ≤ e .mgr.sal) � >

Figure 3: Presentation of S, our running example of a schema.

observable equations.

Dept

Emp Int

Str

Boolwrk

mgr

sal

last

sec

name

mgr.mgr � mgr
mgr.wrk � wrk
sec.wrk � id
(sal ≤ mgr.sal) � >

S

(22)

The presented schema S is built according to Definitions 4.42 and 4.47, as we now
describe explicitly. The entity category Se is the free category on the subgraph of
grey objects and arrows between them, modulo the top three equations. An example
(context) morphism Emp→ Dept in Se is given by the path mgr.wrk.sec.mgr.wrk. From
the equations, we can show that it is equivalent to wrk,

e : Emp ` (e .mgr.wrk.sec.mgr.wrk ≈ e .wrk) : Dept

In other words, these two terms name the same morphism in Se.
The observables profunctor So : Se Type is freely generated by the three arrows

from an Se-object to a Type-object , modulo the fourth equation. An example
observable Dept → Bool, i.e. an element of So(Dept,Bool), is "whether a department
d is named Admin", given by the term (d : Dept) ` eq(d.name,Admin). By the fourth
equation, we can show it is equivalent to a more complex observable,

d : Dept `
�(d.sec.sal ≤ d.sec.mgr.sal) ∧ eq(d.name,Admin)� : Bool.

The schema S can accommodate database instances in some company setting, as we
will see in Example 6.3. In such, there exist tables of employees and departments. In
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each there are columns (sometimes called foreign keys) that reference other tables in order
to state where an employee works, who is the departmental secretary, etc. There are also
columns that state the last name and salary of each employee, etc. The equations express
integrity constraints, e.g. the fact that the secretary of a department works therein, or
that every employee is paid less than his or her manager.

5.9. Schema mappings. We now discuss morphisms of schemas, also known as schema
mappings [DHI12]. These will eventually be the vertical morphisms in a proarrow
equipment. Recall by Definition 3.11 that amorphism between two algebraic profunctors
is just a 2-cell between profunctors as in (9).

5.10. Definition. A schema mapping F : S→ T is a pair (Fe, Fo), where
• Fe : Se → Te is a functor, and
• Fo is a 2-cell in �rof

Se Type

Te Type

So

Fe

To

⇓Fo

We will also write Fo for the corresponding natural transformation Fo : So ⇒ To ◦ Fop
e of

functors Sop
e → Type-Alg.

5.11. Definition. Define the category of schemas, denoted Schema, to have database
schemas as objects and schema mappings as morphisms.

5.12. Remark. From the universal property of collages (Definition 2.16) in�rof, it follows
easily that a schema mapping F : S→ T is equivalently a functor F̃ over 2 between their
collages, as in the left-hand diagram

S̃ T̃

2

F̃

p p′

Se Te

S̃ T̃

Fe

iS iT

F̃

Type Type

S̃ T̃

iT iT

F̃

(23)

such that themiddle and right-hand diagrams are the pullbacks of the left-hand diagram
along the two maps 1 → 2; see (13) and Remark 5.3. Also, it is clear that a schema
mapping acts as identity on the Type-side of the collages.
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5.13. Example. Consider the schema presentation given by the following graph, at-
tributes, and equations:

Dept

QR

Emp Int

Str

Bool

f

g

wrk

mgr

sal

last

sec

name

mgr.mgr � mgr
mgr.wrk � wrk
sec.wrk � id
(sal ≤ mgr.sal) � >
(f.sal ≤ g.sec.sal) � >
f.wrk.name � Admin

T

(24)

The schema T which it presents, includes S of Example 5.8. In addition it has a new
entity QR—named for its eventual role as a query result table in Section 9—as well as
two new edges f, g, and two new observable equations

q : QR ` (q.f.sal ≤ q.g.sec.sal) � >, q : QR ` q.f.wrk.name � Admin. (25)

Thus we have a schema inclusion G : S→ T, which of course restricts to identity on the
Type-side by definition.

5.14. Example. We will now describe another schema mapping, with codomain the
above schema T. We will again do so in terms of presentations:

A

Int

Str

Bool

diff

emp_last

dept_name

QR

Dept

Emp Int

Str

Bool

f

g

wrk

mgr

sal

last

name

sec

plus eqs
from (24)

TR

F

The schema R has a terminal entity category Re � {A}, along with three generating
attributes—namely diff, emp_last, and dept_name—from the unique object to the
base Type-sorts Str, Int. Schema T has six equations, whereas R has none.

The schema mapping F : R→ T viewed as a functor F̃ : R̃ → T̃, is defined to map the
unique object A ∈ Re to QR ∈ Te on the entity side, and to map the three attributes to the
following observables in T:

diff 7→ g.sec.sal − f.sal emp_last 7→ f.last dept_name 7→ g.name

Since on the type side it is identity and R has no equations, there is nothing more to
check; we have defined a schema mapping. This choice will be justified by Remark 9.6.
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Emp last wrk mgr sal

e1 Gauss d3 e1 250
e2 Noether d2 e4 200
e3 Einstein d1 e3 300
e4 Turing d2 e4 400
e5 Newton d3 e1 100
e6 Euclid d2 e7 150
e7 Hypatia d2 e7 x

Dept name sec

d1 HR e3
d2 Admin e6
d3 IT e5

Figure 4: Example of an S-instance J.

6. Algebraic database instances

6.1. Instances and transforms. Given a database schema S, which is a conceptual layout
of entities and their attributes (see Definition 5.2), we are ready to assign each entity
a table full of data laid out according to the schema. Such an assignment is called
an instance on S; it is a set-valued functor (copresheaf) of a certain form. Morphisms
between instances are often called (attribute-preserving) database homomorphisms
[AHV95], but we call them transforms because they are nothing more than natural
transformations.

6.2. Definition. Let S be a database schema, S̃ its collage, and iT : Type→ S̃ the inclusion
of the type side (see Remark 5.3). An S-instance I is a functor I : S̃ → Set such that the
restriction It :� I ◦ iT preserves finite products, i.e. It : Type→ Set is a Type-algebra.

Define the category of S-instances, denoted S-Inst, to be the full subcategory of the
functor category [S̃, Set] spanned by the S-instances. A morphism α : I→ J of instances
is called a transform.

6.3. Example. Recall the schema S generated by the presentation of Example 5.8, which
had employees and departments as entities, edges and attributes such as manager and
salary, and equations such as an employee’s salary must be less than that of his or her
manager. An S-instance J is displayed in Fig. 4, with one table for each entity in S, and
with a column for each edge and attribute.

All data required to determine an instance is encapsulated in the above two tables
(image of the entity side and the attributes) along with a chosen Type-algebra, which is
generally infinite. Here, the Type-algebra includes not only constants, but also all terms
using the indeterminate x : Int, which expresses Hypatia’s unknown salary. Moreover,
the equation e : Emp ` (e .sal ≤ e .mgr.sal) � > in the presentation of S implies that the
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terms 150 ≤ x and > are equal in J(Bool) (by letting e � e6).
Explicitly, we can define the functor J : S̃ → Set as follows: the restriction Jt � J ◦ iT

to Type is the presented type algebra

Jt ∼� κ[x : Int]/(150 ≤ x � >),
and J is defined on entities by the following sets:

J(Emp) � {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7}, J(Dept) � {d1, d2, d3},
and on edges and attributes by functions as shown in the table, e.g.

J(wrk) : J(Emp)→ J(Dept) by e1 7→ d3, . . . , e7 7→ d2
J(name) : J(Dept)→ J(Str) by d1 7→ HR, . . . , d3 7→ IT

6.4. Example. Let S be as in Example 5.8. Consider another S-instance J̄, constructed by
removing the last row (Emp: e7) from the Emp table. The result could be given a smaller
Type-algebra, namely just κ, the algebra of constants as in Example 3.5.

6.5. Definition. We refer to instances whose Type-algebra is initial, i.e. It � κ, as ground
instances. So J from Example 6.3 is not a ground instance but J̄ from Example 6.4 is.
If a Type-algebra is presented by generators and relations, generators (such as the
indeterminate value ‘x’ of Example 6.3) are often referred to as labelled nulls or Skolem
variables [AHV95]. An instance I is called consistent (resp. satisfiable) if its type-algebra It
is, in the sense of Definition 4.35.

Even though it wasn’t defined that way, the category of instances S-Inst can be seen
to be the category of algebras for an algebraic theory. Proving this, as we do next,
immediately gives us several nice properties of the category S-Inst.

6.6. Proposition. For any schema S, the category of instances S-Inst is equivalent to the
category of algebras for an algebraic theory.

Proof. Recall from Definition 3.4 the category of algebras for a theory. We can consider
S̃ as a finite-product sketch, whose designated product cones are all finite products in
Type. Then a model of this sketch is a functor S̃ → Set which preserves finite products
in Type, i.e. an instance of S. The category of models for any finite product sketch is
equivalent to the category of algebras for an algebraic theory generated by the sketch;
see e.g. [BW85, §4.3].
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6.7. Remark. When given a presentation (Ξ, EΞ) for a schema S, as in Definition 5.6, we
can make Proposition 6.6 much more concrete: combining Proposition 4.48 and Defini-
tion 6.2, it follows that there is an equivalence of categories S-Inst ' (Cxt

Ξ̃
/E

Ξ̃
)-Alg.

6.8. Corollary. For any schema S, the category of instances S-Inst has all small colimits.

Proof. This follows from 6.6 and 3.6.

6.9. Remark. As inWarning 3.7, we note that colimits in S-Inst do not always agree with
the pointwise colimits in [S̃, Set], which can make them difficult to work with. However,
the following simple observation is sometimes useful:

Let X : D → S-Inst be a diagram and let U(X) be its composite with the inclusion
S-Inst→ [S̃, Set]. If the colimit colim(UX) in [S̃, Set] lands in the subcategory S-Inst
(i.e. preserves products in Type), then the natural map colim(UX)→ U(colim X) is an
isomorphism. In other words, in this case, the colimit colim X can be taken pointwise.
(Note that this observation only uses the fact that S-Inst is a full subcategory of [S̃, Set]).
6.10. Example. Let ∅ ∈ Schema be the initial schema, i.e. the unique schema having an
empty entity category. Then ∅̃ ∼� Type, thus there is an isomorphism of categories

∅-Inst ∼� Type-Alg.

6.11. Remark. Notice that for any schema S, the Yoneda embedding y : S̃op
→ [S̃, Set] is

product-preserving and hence factors through the forgetful functor S-Inst→ [S̃, Set].
The left factor S̃op

→ S-Inst, which we also denote y, is fully faithful. In particular, for
any object s ∈ S̃, the representable functor y(s) : S̃ → Set given by y(s)(x) � S̃(s , x) is an
instance, called the S-instance represented by s.

Because the functor S-Inst→ [S̃, Set] is fully faithful, it follows that the embedding
y : S̃op

→ S-Inst is dense (see Remark 3.8). In particular, for any instance I ∈ S-Inst,
there is a canonical isomorphism of S-instances

I ∼�
∫ s∈S̃

I(s) · y(s)

which also follows from Remark 6.9.

6.12. Presentations of instances. Let (Ξ, EΞ) be a presentation of a schema S (Def-
inition 5.6) and Ξ̃ its associated algebraic signature, whose generated theory is the
free product completion of its collage S̃ (Proposition 4.48). By Remark 6.7, we can
use presentations of algebras for a theory (Definition 4.32) to give presentations of
S-instances.
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6.13. Definition. Let Γ be a context over the above algebraic signature Ξ̃. The free
(Cxt

Ξ̃
/E

Ξ̃
)-algebra κ[Γ] corresponds under the equivalence of Proposition 6.6 to an

S-instance, which we denote 〈Γ〉, and call the free S-instance generated by Γ.
If EΓ is a set of equations in context Γ, thenwe similarly write 〈Γ〉/EΓ for the S-instance

corresponding to κ[Γ]/EΓ, and call it the S-instance presented by (Γ, EΓ). Concretely,
(〈Γ〉/EΓ) (s) � {terms in context Γ of type s ∈ S̃}/∼, by Remark 4.27.

6.14. Example. For any object s ∈ S̃, the representable instance y(s) as in Remark 6.11 is
free, with one generator of type s, i.e. y(s) ∼� 〈(x : s)〉.
6.15. Remark. Similar to Remark 4.34, any given instance I has a canonical presentation,
where for each s ∈ S̃ and x ∈ I(s) there is a generator x : s, and for each arrow f : s → s′

in S̃ with y � I( f )(x), there is an equation x : s ` x. f � y. In this way, the presentation
essentially records every entry of every column in every table.

For example, the canonical presentation of J from Example 6.3 has context and
equations

Γ � (e1, . . . , e7 : Emp, d1, d2, d3 : Dept, x : Int)
E � {e1.last � Gauss, e1.wrk � d3, . . . , d3.sec � e5} (26)

6.16. Example. Let S be as in Example 5.8. We will now describe an S-instance I that
is fairly different-looking than that in Example 6.3 or 6.4, in that none of its values are
constants. Instances like I play a central role in database queries (see Section 9).

We specify the instance I by means of a presentation I � 〈Γ〉/EΓ, where Γ � (e :
Emp, d : Dept), and where EΓ contains the two equations

Γ ` e .wrk.name � Admin
Γ ` (e .sal ≤ d.sec.sal) � >. (27)

Thus for any entity or type s ∈ S̃, the elements of I(s) are the equivalence classes of
terms Γ ` t : s built out of edges and attributes from S and function symbols from Type,
modulo the equations EΓ as well as those from S.

We can picture this instance in the tables shown in Fig. 5. On types, I contains many
terms, as in

I(Str) � {e .last, e .mgr.last, d.sec.last, . . . , d.name,Admin, . . . , aaBcZ, . . . }
I(Int) � {e .sal, e .mgr.sal, . . . ,−d.sec.sal, e .sal + e .sal + 1, . . . , 28734, . . . }

I(Bool) � {eq(e .last, d.name), . . . , e .mgr.sal ≤ d.sec.sal, . . . ,>,¬>}
Note, for example, that the value of e .wrk.name in the table Dept has been replaced
by ‘Admin’ because of an equation of I and that the value of e .wrk.sec.wrk has been
replaced by e .wrk because of a path equation of S (see Example 5.8).
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Emp last wrk mgr sal

e e .last e .wrk e .mgr e .sal
e .mgr e .mgr.last e .wrk e .mgr e .mgr.sal
d.sec d.sec.last d.sec.wrk � d d.sec.mgr d.sec.sal

d.sec.mgr d.sec.mgr.last d d.sec.mgr d.sec.mgr.sal
e .wrk.sec e .wrk.sec.last e .wrk . . . . . .

e .wrk.sec.mgr . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dept name sec

d d.name d.sec
e .wrk Admin e .wrk.sec

Figure 5: Example of a presented S-instance I.

6.17. Example. Having defined two S-instances J and I in the examples 6.3 and 6.16
above, we will now explicitly describe the set S-Inst(I, J) of instance transforms between
them.

By Remarks 4.34 and 6.7, the set of transforms I → J is equivalent to the set
of morphisms of presentations from the presentation (Γ, EΓ) of I to the canonical
presentation of J. Such a morphism of presentations is simply an assignment of an
element ε ∈ J(Emp) to the generator e : Emp and an element δ ∈ J(Dept) to the generator
d : Dept, such that the two equations ε.wrk.name � Admin and (ε.sal ≤ δ.sec.sal) � >
are true in J.

Without the equations, there would be 21 assignments (ε, δ) ∈ J(Emp) × J(Dept). It is
easy to check that only three of those 21 satisfy the two equations: (e6, d1), (e2, d1), and
(e6, d2). For instance, the equation e .wrk.name � Admin means wemust have ε.wrk � d2.
Similarly, the equation

�(e .sal) ≤ d.sec.sal
�
� > rules out several choices. For example,

the assignment (ε, δ) B (e7, d1) is invalid because we cannot deduce that x ≤ 300 from
any equations of J (where we only know that 150 ≤ x).

6.18. Example. We will now consider transforms between two instances that are both
presented. As usual, let S be the schema of Example 5.8, and let I be the instance
from above, Example 6.16. We recall its presentation (ΓI, EI), as well as present a new
S-instance I′:

ΓI′ � {e′ : Emp} ΓI � {e : Emp, d : Dept}
EI′ � {e′.wrk.name � Admin

(e′.sal ≤ e′.wrk.sec.sal) � >}
EI � {e .wrk.name � Admin

(e .sal ≤ d.sec.sal) � >}
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As in Definition 4.32, to give an instance transform β : I′⇒ I, it is equivalent to give a
context morphism ΓI → ΓI′ (see Definition 4.11) in the opposite direction which respects
the equations. In this case, there are only two which satisfy the equations: [e′ B e] and
[e′ B e .wrk.sec].
6.19. Decomposing instances. While Definition 6.2 is how we most often consider
instances, it will sometimes be useful to consider their entity and attribute parts
separately. Recall the left action ⊗ of Definition 3.12 on algebraic profunctors.

An instance I on a schema S is equivalently defined to be a tuple (Ie, It, Io), where
• Ie : {∗} Se is a profunctor, called the entity side of I,
• It : {∗} Type is an algebraic profunctor, called the type side of I, and
• Io : Ie ⊗ So → It is a profunctor morphism, called the values assignment for I:

Se

{∗} Type

SoIe

It

⇓Io

The functor I : S̃ → Set of Definition 6.2, viewed as I : {∗} S̃, can then be uniquely
recovered by the lax limit universal property of S̃ spelled out in Remark 2.30, for X � {∗}.

Note that the entity side Ie : Se → Set is just a copresheaf, the type side It : Type→ Set
is just a Type-algebra, and the values assignment Io is equivalent to a morphism∫ s∈Se Ie(s)·So(s)→ It ofType-algebras (where the coend is inType-Alg, see Theorem3.6).
We could also obtain I : S̃ → Set from collages universal property (11) in �rof.

Similarly, a transform I→ J between instances can equivalently be defined in terms
of separate entity and type components (αe, αt), where αe : Ie ⇒ Je and αt : It ⇒ Jt are
profunctor morphisms, satisfying the equation:

{∗} Se Type

Ie

Je

Jt

So⇓αe

⇓Jo

�

Se

{∗} Type

SoIe

It

Jt

⇓Io

⇓αt

Given α : I ⇒ J : S̃ → Set, the entity and type components αe and αt are simply the
restrictions of α along the collage inclusions iS : Se → S̃ ← Type : iT. In the other
direction, given αe and αt, one recovers α by the 2-dimensional part of the universal
property of Remark 2.30.
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7. The fundamental data migration functors

In this section, we describe functors that transfer instances from one schema to another.
More specifically, we show how any schema mapping F : S → T induces a system of
three adjoint functors

T-Inst S-Inst∆F

ΠF

⊥

ΣF

⊥

which we call data migration functors. They are related to the usual Kan extensions setting
between categories of presheaves. Recall from Definition 5.10 that a schema mapping
F : S→ T is a functor Fe : Se → Te and a 2-cell Fo:

Se Type

Te Type

So

Fe

To

⇓Fo

7.1. Definition. Let F : S→ T be a schema mapping, and let F̃ : S̃ → T̃ be the induced
map on collages (Remark 5.12). We define a functor ∆F : T-Inst→ S-Inst as follows:

• For any instance I of T, define ∆F(I) :� I ◦ F̃. By (23) and Definition 6.2, the
following diagram commutes:

Type

S̃ T̃ Set

iT iT
It

F̃ I

Thus ∆F(I)t � I ◦ F̃ ◦ iT � It preserves products.
• For any α : I→ J in T-Inst, define ∆F(α) � α ◦ F̃.

We call ∆F the pullback functor (along F).

7.2. Example. For any schema S, the unique map ! : ∅ → S from the initial schema
(Example 6.10) induces a functor ∆! : S-Inst→ Type-Alg, denoted ∆!S . For an instance I
of S, this functor returns the underlying Type-algebra of the instance, ∆!S(I) ∼� It.

A schema mapping F can be considered as a map of finite product sketches; see
Proposition 6.6. In general one does not expect the pullback functor ∆F between the
corresponding categories of algebras to have a right adjoint; for example, there is no
‘cofree monoid’ on a set. However, because F restricts to the identity on the Type-side
of the collage by Remark 5.12, we find that ∆F does have a right adjoint, denoted ΠF,
which we call the right pushforward functor.
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7.3. Proposition. Let F : S → T be a schema mapping. The right Kan extension RanF̃ :
[S̃, Set]→ [T̃ , Set] takes S-instances to T-instances, defining a right adjoint to ∆F,

∆F : T-Inst� S-Inst :ΠF

Proof. Let I : S̃ → Set be any functor. Then for an object x ∈ T̃, the right Kan extension
is given by

ΠF(I)(x) :� (RanF̃I)(x) ∼�
[
T̃ , Set

] �
T̃(x ,−),RanF̃(I)

�

∼�

[
S̃, Set

] �
T̃(x , F̃−), I�

∼�

∫
s∈S̃

I(s)T̃(x ,F̃s).

(28)

We will show that this formula preserves the property of It being product-preserving.
In fact, it preserves the Type-algebra exactly, i.e. the following diagram commutes (up
to natural isomorphism)

[
S̃, Set

] [
T̃ , Set

]

�
Type, Set

�
.

RanF̃

–◦iT –◦iT

(29)

Indeed, for any τ ∈ Type, (28) gives

(RanF̃I)(τ) ∼�
[
S̃, Set

] (
T̃(τ, F̃–), I) ∼� [

S̃, Set
] (

S̃(τ, –), I) ∼� I(τ),
completing the proof.

We now define the left pushforward functor, denoted ΣF.

7.4. Proposition. For any schema mapping F : S→ T, the functor ∆F has a left adjoint

ΣF : S-Inst� T-Inst :∆F .

If I ∈ S-Inst is an instance, then ΣF(I) is given by the following coend taken in T-Inst:

ΣF(I) ∼�
∫ s∈S̃

I(s) · y(F̃s), (30)

where y(F̃s) is the representable T-instance T̃(F̃s ,−), see Remark 6.11.
In other words, ΣF is the left Kan extension

S̃op T̃op

S-Inst T-Inst

F̃op

y y

ΣF�Lany(y◦F̃)

(31)

and the above square in fact commutes.
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Proof. The coend exists because T-Inst is cocomplete (Corollary 6.8). It is simple to
check that this defines a left adjoint to ∆F:

T-Inst *
,

∫ s∈S̃

I(s) · y(F̃op(s)), J+
-
∼�

∫
s∈S̃

T-Inst
�
I(s) · y(F̃op(s)), J

�

∼�

∫
s∈S̃

Set
�
I(s),T-Inst(y(F̃op(s)), J)�

∼�

∫
s∈S̃

Set
�
I(s), J(F̃(s))�

∼�

[
S̃, Set

] (I , J ◦ F̃) � S-Inst(I ,∆F(J)).
The square commutes since ΣF : S-Inst→ T-Inst is a pointwise Kan extension along the
fully faithful y.

7.5. Remark. The coend (30) is not typically a pointwise colimit, as pointed out in
Remark 6.9. Hence, unlike Π or ∆, given an object t ∈ T̃ there is in general no explicit
formula for computing the set (ΣF(I))(t).

However, obtaining the presentation of Σ(I) from a presentation of I is almost trivial:
if I is presented by a context Γ � (x1 : s1, ..., xn : sn) and some equations, then ΣF(I) is
presented by the context F(Γ) � (x1 : F̃(s1), ..., xn : F̃(sn)) and respective equations by
applying F̃ to edges, attributes of the term expressions.

7.6. Remark. For any schema mapping F : S→ T, one can check using (29) and Defini-
tion 7.1 that the functorsΠF and ∆F preserve Type-algebras, in the sense that (ΠFI)t ∼� It
and (∆F J)t ∼� Jt. This does not generally hold for Σ; in Proposition 7.12 we give a simple
criterion for when it does.

7.7. Example. Wewill give an example of the application of the left pushforward functor
ΣH : S-Inst→ L-Inst on J from Example 6.3, for a schema mapping H : S→ L as follows:

Dept

Emp Int

Str

Boolwrk

mgr

sal

last

name

sec
Team

Dept

Emp Int

Str

Bool

on

wrk

mgr

sal

last

bel

col

sec

name mgr.on � on
on.bel � wrk

plus eqs
from (22)

plus eqs
from (22)

LS

H

Schema S is as in Example 5.8, and schema L has a new entity ‘Team’, thought
of as grouping employees into teams, which have a color-name and belong to some
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Team col bel

t1 t1.col d3
t2 t2.col d2
t3 t3.col d1
t4 t4.col d2

Emp last wrk mgr sal on

e1 Gauss d3 e1 250 t1
e2 Noether d2 e4 200 t2
e3 Einstein d1 e3 300 t3
e4 Turing d2 e4 400 t2
e5 Newton d3 e1 100 t1
e6 Euclid d2 e7 150 t4
e7 Hypatia d2 e7 x t4

Dept name sec

d1 HR e3
d2 Admin e6
d3 IT e5

Figure 6: The left pushforward instance, ΣH(J) ∈ L-Inst.

department. The two new equations ensure that an employee is on the same team as
their manager and that their team belongs to their department.

The functor H̃ : S̃ → L̃ is an inclusion, preserving labels (H̃(Emp) � Emp, etc.). Thus,
by Remark 7.5, we find that the presentation of ΣH(J) is exactly that of J, shown in (26),
only now interpreted as a L-instance presentation. To calculate the L-instance it presents,
one follows the explanation from Section 6.12 (as we explain briefly below) and finds
that ΣH(J) is given by the tables shown in Fig. 6, where t1, t2, t3, t4 are freely generated
terms. The Type-algebra of this instance is larger than that of I; it includes, for example,
new terms t1.col, . . . , t4.col : Str.

To calculate the set of rows in the Team table, following Definition 6.13 one freely
adds a new team for each employee to be on, but quotients by setting each employees
team equal to that of his or her manager, due to the equation (mgr.on � on) : Team in
schema L. Notice how we have one team belonging to HR and one team belonging to
IT, but two teams belonging to Admin. This basically results from the freeness of the
construction and the fact that there are two different managers, Turing and Hypatia, in
Admin. The colors assigned to these teams are freely assigned as indeterminate string
values (e.g. t1.col) in those cells.

7.8. Example. Recall the schema mapping G : S→ T from Example 5.13, which is given
by the inclusion of the S-presentation (22) into the T-presentation (24). We are going to
describe the effect of the induced right pushforward functor ΠG : S-Inst→ T-Inst on
the S-instance J of Example 6.3.

The T-instance ΠG(J) : T̃ → Set is given by an ordinary right Kan extension, as
expressed by formula (28). Its Type-algebra coincides with that of J, namely it is the
presented algebra κ[x : Int]/∼. Because G is of a particularly simple form, the only thing
that remains to compute is ΠG(J)(QR), which is the following subset of J(Emp) × J(Dept):
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QR f g

qr1 e2 d1
qr2 e6 d1
qr3 e6 d2

These three elements of the product are the ones that satisfy the supplementary
equations of the presentation of T (i.e. f.sal≤g.sec.sal=> and f.wrk.name=Admin). Its
columns ΠG(J)(f) and ΠG(J)(g) represent the respective projections to ΠG(J)(Emp) �
J(Emp) and ΠG(J)(Dept) � J(Dept). As usual, the names qr1, qr2, and qr3 are not
canonical; perhaps more canonical names would be (e2, d1), (e6, d1), and (e6, d2).
7.9. Remark. One may notice that there is an isomorphism between the set ΠG(J)(QR)
from Example 7.8 and the set S-Inst(I, J) from Example 6.17. The reason is that there is
in fact an isomorphism of S-instances T̃(QR, G̃−) ∼� I, as is most evident by observing
the similarity between the defining equations (25) and (27).

7.10. Example. Recall the schema mapping F : R→ T described in Example 5.14. Here
we will discuss the pullback ∆F(K), where K :� ΠG(J) is computed in Example 7.8.
Briefly, the table presentation of K consists of the tables Emp, Dept as in Example 6.3 and
QR as in 7.8, and its Type-algebra is κ[x : Int]/∼.

The R-instance ∆F(K) : R̃ → Set is obtained by pre-composing with F̃, as in Defini-
tion 7.1. It has the same Type-algebra (Remark 7.6), and its one entity table is

A emp_last dept_name diff

qr1 Noether HR 100
qr2 Euclid HR 150
qr3 Euclid Admin 0

We conclude this section with some special cases for which Σ is nicely behaved.

7.11. A pointwise formula for Σ. Given an arbitrary mapping F : S→ T and S-instance
I, the formula for the functor ΣF(I) : T̃ → Set cannot be given pointwise on objects
t ∈ T̃. However, there is a special kind of schema mapping F for which we can write a
pointwise formula for ΣF(I), namely those which induce a discrete opfibration on collages
F̃ : S̃ → T̃. This occurs if and only if F̃ arises via the Grothendieck construction applied
to a functor ∂F : T̃ → Set, for which the composite ∂F ◦ iT : Type→ T̃ → Set is terminal.
Note that in this case, we have a bĳection

Ob S̃ ∼�
{ (t , p) ��� t ∈ T̃ , p ∈ ∂F(t) }

∼�

∐
t∈T̃

∂F(t).
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One can show using ends, the adjunction Σ a ∆, and the fact that S-Inst ⊆ [S̃, Set] is
fully faithful, that ΣF is then given by the following pointwise formula:

ΣF(I)(t) �
∐

p∈∂F(t)
I(t , p).

In particular, ΣF preserves Type-algebras in this case, i.e. ΣF(I)(τ) � I(τ) for any
τ ∈ Type.

It is easy to show that if F̃ is a discrete opfibration, then Fo is cartesian, so the
preservation of Type-algebras can also be seen as a special case of the following result.

7.12. Proposition. The left pushforward ΣF along a schema mapping F � (Fe, Fo) : S → T
preserves type-algebras if and only if Fo is cartesian.

Proof sketch. Consider the commutative square in Schema shown here:

∅

R S

!R !S

F

By Example 7.2 it suffices to show that Fo is cartesian if and only if the restriction of the
unit map ∆!Rη : ∆!R → ∆!R∆FΣF � ∆!SΣF coming from ΣF a ∆F is an isomorphism. Both
sides preserve colimits, so since y is dense, ∆!Rη is an isomorphism if and only if the
components ∆!R(ηy(r)) are isomorphisms for any r ∈ R̃. For τ ∈ Type, ηy(τ) is always an
isomorphism. For r ∈ R̃, we have ∆!R

�
y(r)� � Ro(r) and ∆!SΣF

�
y(r)� � So

�
Fe(r)� by (31).

It is not difficult to verify that ∆!R(ηy(r)) : ∆!R
�
y(r)� → ∆!SΣF

�
y(r)� and the component

Ro(r)→ So
�
Fe(r)� of Fo at r agree, completing the proof.

8. The double category�ata

In this section, we will introduce the notion of a bimodule between two schemas. We
will see that bimodules generalize instances on a schema, as well as queries, which are
the subject of Section 9. We will show that schemas, schema mappings, and bimodules
together form an equipment, which we denote �ata. For database-style examples of
material from this section, see Section 9.

8.1. Relevant terminology and notation. Recall that companions and conjoints in �rof
are given by representable profunctors, as explained in Example 2.12. Also recall from
Definition 3.11 that a profunctor M whose codomain is an algebraic theory T is called
algebraic if it is product-preserving on the right; it is denoted M : C T . If S is a
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schema, then the functor iT : Type→ S̃ denotes the inclusion of Type into the collage
(Remark 5.3).

8.2. Bimodules between schemas. Bimodules admit several equivalent definitions, and it
is convenient to be able to switch between these definitions as best suits the task at hand.
We will begin with the one which we use most often.

8.3. Definition. Let R and S be database schemas. A bimodule M : R S is a functor
M : R̃op

→ S-Inst such that the following diagram commutes:

Typeop S̃op

R̃op S-Inst

iop
T

iop
T y

M

(32)

or succinctly, M(τ) � y(τ) for any τ ∈ Type.
A morphism of (R, S)-bimodules φ : M→ N is a natural transformation φ : M ⇒ N

that restricts to the identity on Type. We denote by RBimodS the category of (R, S)-
bimodules.

8.4. Remark. It is possible to give Definition 8.3 in a more symmetric form. A bimodule
M : R S is equivalently a profunctor M̃ : R̃ S̃ between collages such that:

• the composite profunctor R̃
M̃

S̃

̂
iT Type is algebraic, and

• the composite profunctor Type
îT R̃

M̃
S̃ is isomorphic to the representable

îT : Type S̃.
Amorphism of (R, S)-bimodules φ : M→ N is equivalently a profunctor transfor-

mation φ̃ : M̃ ⇒ Ñ such that îT � φ̃ � idîT
.

While this formulation of bimodules may be useful for intuition, we will primarily
use Definition 8.3 in this paper.

8.5. Adjoints Λ and Γ. Considering a bimodule M : R S as a functor R̃op
→ S-Inst,

we can apply the left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding R̃op
→ R-Inst; see

Remark 6.11. The result is denoted ΛM :� LanY(M),

R̃op S-Inst

R-Inst

M

y
ΛM

(33)
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Since R-Inst is cocomplete (Corollary 6.8), we can express this using the Kan extension
formula (cf. (2))

ΛM(I) �
∫ r∈R̃

R-Inst
�
y(r), I�

·M(r)

∼�

∫ r∈R̃

I(r) ·M(r)
(34)

where · is the Set-theoretic copower on S-Inst. Because the Yoneda embedding is fully
faithful, it follows that this Kan extension really is an extension, i.e. (33) commutes. It
also follows that ΛM “preserves types,” that is, that the following diagram commutes:

Typeop

R-Inst S-Inst

y y

ΛM

(35)

A bimodule M : R S also determines a functor in the other direction,

ΓM : S-Inst R-Inst

J S-Inst(M(–), J).
(36)

The condition (32) on M implies that for any object τ ∈ Type,

(ΓM J)(τ) � S-Inst(M(τ), J) � S-Inst(y(τ), J) � J(τ) (37)

from which it easily follows that ΓM(J) preserves products of types, hence defines an
object in R-Inst. We thus say that Γ “preserves type-algebras”, in the sense that the
following diagram commutes:

S-Inst R-Inst

Type-Alg

ΓM

U U

8.6. Proposition. For any bimodule M : R S, the functor ΛM is left adjoint to ΓM .
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Proof. This is simply a calculation:

S-Inst(ΛMI , J) � S-Inst *
,

∫ r∈R̃

I(r) ·M(r), J+
-

∼�

∫
r∈R̃

S-Inst
�
I(r) ·M(r), J

�

∼�

∫
r∈R̃

Set
�
I(r), S-Inst(M(r), J)�

�

∫
r∈R̃

Set
�
I(r), (ΓM J)(r)� ∼� R-Inst(I , ΓM J).

The first isomorphism follows because homs take colimits in their first variable to limits,
while the second is the definition of copower.

8.7. Lemma. We collect here several easy but useful properties of Λ:
1. For any schema S, there is an isomorphism of functors Λy ∼� idS-Inst.
2. For any bimodule M : R̃op

→ S-Inst and any left adjoint L : S-Inst→ T-Inst, there is
an isomorphism of functors ΛL◦M

∼� L ◦ΛM . In particular,
3. For any bimodules M : R S and N : S T, there is an isomorphism of functors
ΛΛN◦M

∼� ΛN ◦ΛM .

Proof. Property 1 is simply the fact that y is dense (see Remark 6.11), while property 2 is
the fact that left adjoints preserve colimits, hence preserve pointwise left Kan extensions.
Finally, property 3 follows from property 2 using Proposition 8.6.

8.8. Remark. The ΛM a ΓM adjunction is an instance of the general geometric realiza-
tion/nerve adjunction SetS op

� C induced by a functor F : S → C into a cocomplete
category C (see e.g. [Lei04, pp. 244–245] or [nLab]). In this case, F is the functor
M : R̃op

→ S-Inst. The conditions in Definition 8.3 guarantee that the nerve functor
lands in the full subcategory R-Inst ⊆ [R̃, Set].
8.9. Equivalent definitions of bimodules. In Theorem 8.10 we give five equivalent
definitions of bimodules, and we will give a few others throughout the section, e.g. in
Propositions 8.20 and 8.24 and Corollary 8.35. The ones we discuss here are aligned
with the analogy presented in Section 2.2, by which profunctors between categories and
linear transformations between vector spaces can be related. The only complication here
is that all of our structures must deal carefully with the algebraic theory Type, as we
now make explicit.

Consider the coslice 2-category Typeop/Cat. An object is a pair (C , F), whereC ∈ Cat
is a category and F : Typeop

→ C is a functor; a morphism (C , F)→ (D ,G) is a functor
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H : C → D such that H ◦ F � G; and a 2-cell H → H′, where H,H′ : (C , F)→ (D ,G), is
a natural transformation α : H ⇒ H′ such that αF � idG.

For any schema S, both S-Inst and S̃op can be considered objects in Typeop/Cat
(via y and iop

T ). Similarly, S-Inst can be considered an object in the slice 2-category
Cat/Type-Alg, where the functor S-Inst→ Type-Alg simply sends an instance S̃ → Set
to its restriction along the inclusion iT : Type→ S̃.

8.10. Theorem. Let R and S be schemas. The following are equivalent:
1. The category RBimodS of bimodules R S.
2. The category (Typeop/Cat)(R̃op, S-Inst).
3. The category of profunctors R̃ S̃ satisfying the conditions of Remark 8.4.
4. The category LAdjType(R-Inst, S-Inst), which we define to be the full subcategory of

(Typeop/Cat)(R-Inst, S-Inst) spanned by left adjoint functors.
5. The category RAdjType(S-Inst,R-Inst)op, whose opposite is defined to be the full

subcategory of (Cat/Type-Alg)(S-Inst,R-Inst) spanned by right adjoint functors.
Proof. 1 and 2 are equivalent by Definition 8.3, and it is easy to check the equivalence
between 1 and 3.

For the equivalence of 2 and 4, consider the functor

(– ◦ y) : LAdjType(R-Inst, S-Inst)→ (Typeop/Cat)(R̃op, S-Inst).

Its inverse is Λ−, the left Kan extension along y : R̃op
→ R-Inst, which lands in

LAdjType(R-Inst, S-Inst) by (35) and Proposition 8.6. To see that these are inverses, note
that by commutative (33) we have ΛM

�
y(r)� � M(r). For the other direction, we have by

Lemma 8.7
ΛL◦y ∼� L ◦Λy ∼� L ◦ idS-Inst � L.

Finally, we show that 4 and 5 are equivalent. The equivalenceLAdj(R-Inst, S-Inst) '
RAdj(S-Inst,R-Inst)op is standard, so we only need to show that this equivalence
respects the restrictions concerning Type. In one direction, if L : R-Inst → S-Inst is a
left adjoint satisfying (35), then we check that the right adjoint G of L satisfies (37):

(GJ)(τ) ∼� R-Inst
�
y(τ),GJ

�

∼� S-Inst
(
L

�
y(τ)�, J

)
∼� S-Inst

�
y(τ), J

�

∼� J(τ).
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Conversely, if G : S-Inst→ R-Inst is a right adjoint satisfying (37), then

S-Inst
(
L

�
y(τ)�, J

)
∼� R-Inst

�
y(τ), RJ

�

∼� (GJ)(τ)
∼� J(τ)
∼� S-Inst

�
y(τ), J

�
,

hence by the Yoneda lemma, L
�
y(τ)� ∼� y(τ), for any τ ∈ Type.

8.11. Proposition. For any schemas R and S, the category RBimodS has finite colimits.

Proof. The initial object of RBimodS is given by the left Kan extension of the Yoneda
embedding Typeop

→ S-Inst along the collage inclusion Typeop
→ R̃op. Concretely, the

initial bimodule 0 can be described by cases:

0(r, s) �



Type(r, s) if r and s are types
∅ otherwise.

By Theorem 8.10, RBimodS ' (Typeop/Cat)(R̃op, S-Inst), and it is easy to check that the
latter is closed under (i.e. reflects) pushouts in Cat(R̃op, S-Inst). Thus the result follows
from the fact that pushouts exist in Cat(R̃op, S-Inst); indeed they can be taken pointwise
since S-Inst is cocomplete (Corollary 6.8).

8.12. The equipment�ata. We are now ready to assemble schemas, schema morphisms,
and bimodules into a single double category�ata, which we define in Definition 8.13,
and which we show to be an equipment in Proposition 8.14. In order to define the
double category structure, we will need the easy notion of restriction of bimodules
along schema morphisms.

Suppose we have a bimodule N : R′ S′, and schema mappings F : R → R′ and
G : S → S′. Thinking of N as a functor N : R̃′op

→ S′-Inst as in Definition 8.3, we can
form the bottom composite

R̃op S-Inst

(R̃′)op S′-Inst

F̃op

F NG

N

∆G

and define a bimodule FNG : R S so that the square commutes. This construction
defines a functor FBimodG : R′BimodS′ → RBimodS. By computing the composite
∆F ◦ N ◦ F̃op on objects, it easily follows that

�
FNG(r)�(s) � Ñ(F̃r, G̃s) for any r ∈ R̃ and

s ∈ S̃, where N is viewed as Ñ : R̃′ S̃′. This is relevant to Remark 8.15.
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8.13. Definition. We define the double category�ata as follows: the objects of�ata are
schemas, the vertical morphisms are schema mappings, and the horizontal morphisms
are bimodules. We define a 2-cell of the form

R S

R′ S′

M

F G

N

⇓θ (38)

to be a natural transformation θ : M → ∆G ◦ N ◦ F̃op:

R̃op S-Inst

R̃′
op

S′-Inst,

M

F̃op

N

∆G⇓θ

i.e. a morphism θ ∈ RBimodS(M, FNG). Equivalently, it is 2-cell θ̃ : M̃ ⇒ Ñ in �rof with
frames L(θ̃) � F̃ and R(θ̃) � G̃, and which has identity components on r ∈ Type.

Given bimodules M : R S and N : S T, we define their composite M � N by

M � N :� ΛN ◦M : R̃op
→ S-Inst→ T-Inst. (39)

whereΛN is as defined in (34). The unit bimodule UR : R R for any schema R is given
by the Yoneda embedding y : R̃op

→ R-Inst, since ΛM ◦ y ∼� M by (33). It corresponds to
the unit in �rof, ŨR :� UR̃ : R̃ R̃.

The horizontal composition of 2-cells

R S T

R′ S′ T′

M

F

N

G H

M′ N′

⇓θ ⇓φ (40)

is defined by the composition

R̃op S-Inst T-Inst

R̃′
op

S′-Inst S′-Inst T′-Inst

M

F̃op ΣG

ΛN

M′

∆G

ΛN′

∆H⇓θ
⇓

⇓Λφ

where the middle triangle is the counit of the ΣG a ∆G adjunction. Vertical composition
of 2-cells works in the evident way.

The data above satisfy the axioms of a double category as in Definition 2.8, with
vertical category�ata0 � Schema and horizontalH(�ata)(R, S) � RBimodS.
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8.14. Proposition. The double category�ata is an equipment.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of 2-cells in�ata that given a niche

R S

R′ S′
F G

N

there is a cartesian filler with the bimodule FNG from Section 8.12 on top.

8.15. Remark. We deduce that the companion and conjoint of a schema mapping
F : R→ S are the bimodules given by the following formulas:

F̂ � y ◦ F̃op : R̃op
→ S̃op

→ S-Inst̂
F � ∆F ◦ y : S̃op

→ S-Inst→ R-Inst
(41)

These bimodules turn out to be equivalent, via Theorem 8.10, to the companion and
conjoint of the induced F̃ : R̃ → S̃ in the equipment �rof (3). Moreover, due to
Remark 6.9, F̂ � N �

̂
G in �ata coincides with ˆ̃F � Ñ � ˇ̃G in �rof, even though the

horizontal compositions differ. This will be put into a larger context in Remark 8.32.

Recall from (36) the definition of Γ, which is right adjoint to Λ by Proposition 8.6.

8.16. Proposition. The equipment�ata is right closed, with NB P :� ΓN ◦ P.

Proof. Let M : R S, N : S T and P : R T. By Definition 2.9, it is enough to
establish a natural bĳection RBimodT(M � N, P) ∼� RBimodS(M,N B P). This follows
directly from the ΛN a ΓN adjunction:

RBimodT(M � N, P) � T-InstR̃op(ΛN ◦M, P)
∼� S-InstR̃op(M, ΓN ◦ P)
� RBimodS(M,NB P),

completing the proof.

In the following, LAdjType ⊆ Typeop/Cat and RAdjType ⊆ Cat/Type-Alg are the
obvious sub-2-categories of the (co)slices described in Section 8.9.

8.17. Proposition. There is a commutative diagram of pseudofunctors and bicategories, each of
which is a local equivalence:

LAdjType

H(�ata)
RAdjop

Type

'

Λ−

Γ−
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Proof. On objects,Λ– maps a schema S to the functor y : Typeop
→ S-Inst; on bimodules

and 2-cells, it is was described in Theorem 8.10. Then for any bimodules M : R S and
N : S T, we have ΛM�N B ΛΛN◦M

∼� ΛN ◦ΛM andΛUS B Λy ∼� idS-Inst by Lemma 8.7.
By checking that the coherence axioms are satisfied, this establishes that Λ− is a

pseudofunctor. The result follows easily from there.

The following lemma establishes a certain relationship between Λ, Γ and the data
migration functors of Section 7.

8.18. Lemma. For any schema mapping F, we have the following isomorphisms and adjunctions:

(ΣF
∼� ΛF̂) a (∆F

∼� Λ
̂
F
∼� ΓF̂) a (ΠF

∼� Γ
̂
F
)

Proof. The adjunctions are given in Propositions 7.3 and 7.4, so we provide the
isomorphisms. The companion and conjoint of schema mappings are given in (41).

For F : S→ T and an instance I ∈ S-Inst, we have an isomorphism

ΛF̂(I) �
∫ s∈S̃

I(s) · F̂(s) ∼�
∫ s∈S̃

I(s) · T̃(F̃s ,−) ∼� ΣF(I)

by (34), Remark 8.15 and (30). For any s ∈ S̃ we also have an isomorphism

Γ
̂
F
I(s) � S-Inst(

̂
F(s), I) ∼� S-Inst(∆F(ys), I) ∼� ΠFI(s)

by (36), Remark 8.15, and Proposition 7.3. The remaining isomorphisms (for ∆) follow
by Proposition 8.6.

8.19. Decomposing bimodules. Let M : R S be a bimodule. Since �rof has extensive
collages by Example 2.26, the respective profunctor M̃ : R̃ S̃ determines an (Ro, So)-
simplex in the sense of Definition 2.21: four restriction profunctors Mee : Re Se,
Met : Re Type, Mte : Type Se, and Mtt : Type Type of M along the obvious
inclusions, together with four 2-cells Me∗, Mt∗, M∗e, and M∗t.

The conditions of Remark 8.4 force Mte to be the initial profunctor (i.e. the constant
functor Typeop

× Se → Set with value the empty set), Mtt to be the unit profunctor (i.e.
the hom functor Typeop

× Type→ Set) and Mt to be algebraic. Because Mte is initial,
and because tensor product of profunctors preserves colimits, the 2-cells Mt∗ and M∗e
are unique, and hence don’t need to be specified. Thus we have proven the following
proposition, in which we let Me :� Mee, Mt :� Met, Mo :� Me∗, and Mr :� M∗t.5

5 The mnemonic for Mr comes from its role as "return clause" in queries; see Section 9.4.
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8.20. Proposition. A bimodule M : R S is equivalent to a tuple (Me,Mt,Mo,Mr), where
Me : Re Se is a profunctor, Mt : Re Type is an algebraic profunctor, and Mo and Mr are
profunctor morphisms

Se

Re Type

SoMe

Mt

Ro

⇓Mo

⇑Mr

(42)

8.21. Example. For any schema R, the unit bimodule UR : R R is given by

Re

Re Type

RoRe

Ro

Ro

id

id

(43)

and the companion/conjoint of a schema mapping F � (Fe, Fo) : R→ S decompose as

Se

Re Type

SoF̂e

F̂e�So

Ro

⇓id

⇑F̂o

Re

Se Type

Ro

̂
Fe

So

So

⇓

̂
Fo

⇑id

where 2-cells F̂o,
̂
Fo are as in Section 2.11 for �rof. This is ‘component-wise’ Remark 8.15.

The equivalence FResG (Section 2.22) for the extensive collages equipment �rof,
which on objects resulted in Proposition 8.20, also gives an equivalent expression of a

2-cell θ in�ata, viewed as M → ̂̃F � N �

̂
G̃ inside H(�rof)(S̃, R̃) (see Remark 8.15).

8.22. Proposition. A 2-cell θ in�ata (38) is equivalently a pair of profunctor morphisms

Re Se

R′e S′e

Me

Fe Ge

M′e

⇓θe

Re Type

R′e Type

Mt

Fe

M′t

⇓θt
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satisfying the equations

Re Se Type

R′e S′e Type

Me

Fe

So

Ge

M′e

M′t

S′o

⇓θe ⇓Go

⇓M′o

�

Se

Re Type

R′e Type

SoMe

Mt
Fe

M′t

⇓Mo

⇓θt

Re Type

R′e Type

Ro

Mt

Fe

M′t

⇓Mr

⇓θt �

Re Type

R′e Type

Ro

Fe

R′o

M′t

⇓Fo

⇓M′r

(44)

8.23. Corollary. A 2-cell θ in �ata is cartesian if and only if the 2-cells θe and θt from
Proposition 8.22 are cartesian in �rof.

Because it will be convenient later, we now present yet another equivalent represen-
tation of bimodules, which is in some sense intermediate between Definition 8.3 and the
completely decomposed representation of Proposition 8.20. Recall from Example 7.2
that for any S-instance I, the underlying Type-algebra is given by It � ∆!S(I), where
!S : ∅ → S is the unique map.

8.24. Proposition. A bimodule M : R S is equivalent to a functor Mo : Rop
e → S-Inst

together with a natural transformation

Rop
e Type-Alg

S-Inst

Ro

Mo ∆!S

⇓Mr

Proof. The functor Mop : R̃ → S-Instop, opposite to the one given in Definition 8.3, can
equivalently be defined—using the universal property (11) of collages in �rof—as a
functor Mop

o : Re → S-Instop, along with a natural transformation

Re Type

S-Instop S-Instop.

Ro

Mop
o yop

S-Instop

⇓Mr
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since by definition, types are mapped to representables. This natural family of functions
Ro(r, τ) → S-Inst (y(τ),Mo(r)) equivalently define Mr as a natural transformation
Ro ⇒ ∆!S ◦Mo by Yoneda: S-Inst

�
y(τ),Mo(r)� ∼� Mo(r)(τ).

8.25. Instances in terms of bimodules. The category of instances on a schema S can be
viewed entirely in terms of bimodules. Indeed, if U � ({∗}, κ) is the unit schema from
Example 5.4, then we have an isomorphism of categories

H(�ata)(U, S) ∼� S-Inst.

This follows by comparing their decomposed forms—see Section 6.19 and Proposi-
tions 8.20 and 8.22—and using the fact that κ : {∗} Type is the initial Type-algebra.

It also follows that ΛN(–) is simply given by bimodule composition. Indeed, by (39),
for any bimodule N : S T and S-instance J, considered as a (U, S)-bimodule, one has

ΛN(J) ∼� J � N. (45)

Similarly, for any T-instance I,
ΓN(I) ∼� JBN.

8.26. Data migration functors in terms of bimodules. We can also recover the funda-
mental data migration functors from the structure of�ata, using Lemma 8.18 and (45).
That is, if we consider instances as bimodules I : U R and J : U S, then composing
and exponentiating them with companions and conjoints of F : R→ S is equivalent to
applying Σ,∆,Π:

ΣF(I) ∼� I � F̂, ∆F(J) ∼� J �
̂
F ∼� F̂B J, ΠF(I) ∼�

̂
FB I

8.27. Collages in�ata. We now consider collages (see Definition 2.16) in the proarrow
equipment�ata. Using Proposition 8.20 and the fact that �rof has extensive collages
(Example 2.26), we can fully express a collage in�ata in terms of profunctor collages.

Let M � (Me,Mt,Mo,Mr) : R S be a bimodule as in (42). Its collage will be a
schema Col(M), together with two schema mappings R→ Col(M)← S and a universal
2-cell µ : M⇒ UCol(M) in�ata. We begin by describing Col(M).
8.28. The schema of a bimodule collage. The entity category of the collage Col(M) is
the collage of the profunctor Me : Re Se

Col(M)e :� M̃e,
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and theobservablesprofunctorCol(M)o : M̃e Type is the oneuniquely corresponding,
via the universal property of the lax colimit M̃e (dual of Remark 2.30), to the cocone

Se

Type

Re

So

Me

Mt

⇓Mo

In simple words, the functor Col(M)o : M̃e
op
×Type→ Set is given by Mt on the Re-side

of M̃e, by So on the Se-side of M̃e, and by Mo on the morphisms in between. The
profunctor Col(M)o is algebraic, because Mt and So are.

8.29. The schema mappings of a bimodule collage. We now define the collage inclusions
iR : R→ Col(M)← S : iS. They are schema mappings as in Definition 5.10, thus each
consists of a functor between entity categories and a 2-cell in �rof. The functors between
entity categories are the collage inclusions from �rof (see Example 2.19):

(iR)e :� iRe : Re → M̃e and (iS)e :� iSe : Se → M̃e.

The 2-cells (iR)o and (iS)o in �rof are defined respectively as follows:

Re Type

M̃e Type

Ro

Mt

iRe

Col(M)o

⇓Mr

⇓cart and

Se Type

M̃e Type

So

iSe

Col(M)o

⇓cart (46)

The fact that the indicated 2-cells are cartesian follows by definition of Col(M) as a lax
colimit; see Proposition 2.29.

8.30. The 2-cell of a bimodule collage. We now define the 2-cell µ in�ata

R S

Col(M) Col(M)

M

iR iS

Col(M)

⇓µ (47)
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in its decomposed form (see Proposition 8.22) to be the pair µ � (µe, µt)

Re Se

M̃e M̃e

Me

iRe iSe

M̃e

⇓µe

Re Type

M̃e Type

Mt

iRe

Col(M)o

⇓µt

where µe is the universal 2-cell for M̃e in �rof (see Example 2.19) and µt is the (cartesian)
square shown to the left in (46). The components µe and µt satisfy the equations (44) by
the unit bimodule decomposition (43) and the universal property of lax colimit (19).

8.31. Proposition. The equipment�ata has normal collages.

Proof. Wemust first verify that�ata has collages, i.e. that the 2-cell µ defined in (47) has
the required universal property (11). Suppose that X is a schema and that φ : M⇒ UX is
a 2-cell from M to the unit bimodule. We must show that φ factors uniquely through µ:

R S

X X

M

F G

X

⇓φ �

R S

Col(M) Col(M)

X X

M

iR iS

Col(M)
φ̄ φ̄

X

⇓µ

⇓φ̄

We work with components, writing φ � (φe, φt) as in Proposition 8.22. Firstly, since
µe is the universal 2-cell for a collage in �rof, we have that φe � Uφ̄e

◦ µe for a unique
functor φ̄e : M̃e → Xe. Also, φt � φ̄t ◦ µt as in

Re Type

Xe Type

Mt

Fe

Xo

⇓φt �

Re Type

M̃e Type

Xe Type

Mt

iRe

Col(M)o
φ̄e

Xo

⇓µt

⇓φ̄t

for a unique 2-cell φ̄t, obtained via the 2-dimensional universal property of the lax
colimit M̃e (Proposition 2.29). This profunctor morphism φ̄t : Col(M)o ⇒ ̂̄φe � Xo is
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concretely defined, omitting the details, by natural components

(φ̄t)rτ � Col(M)o(r, τ) ∼−→ Mt(r, τ) (φt)rτ
−−−−→ Xo(Fer, τ) � Xo(φ̄er, τ)

(φ̄t)sτ � Col(M)o(s , τ) ∼−→ So(s , τ) (Go)sτ
−−−−→ Xo(Ges , τ) � Xo(φ̄es , τ)

for r ∈ Re, s ∈ Se and τ ∈ Type. Defining φ̄ to be the pair (Uφ̄e
, φ̄t) : Col(M) → X, we

have φ � Uφ̄ ◦ µ as desired.
Moreover, collages in �ata are normal, as in Definition 2.18, since the 2-cell µ

constructed in Section 8.30 is cartesian: by Corollary 8.23, it is enough that µe and µt are
cartesian liftings in �rof.

8.32. Remark. Although we will not use this fact, we note that the collage correspon-
dences from Remarks 5.3, 5.12 and 8.4 provide a lax double functor (see e.g. [GP04])

(̃−) : �ata→ �rof.

This functor is only lax, because for bimodules R
M

S
N

T in�ata, the natural map
M̃ � Ñ →KM � N in �rof given by the unique transformation in [T̃ , Set]∫ s∈S̃

M̃(r, s) × Ñ(s ,−)⇒
∫ s∈S̃

M(r)(s) · N(s)

between the pointwise colimit (4) and the T-Inst-one (39), is not an isomorphism
(Remark 6.9). Since lax double functors between equipments automatically preserve
cartesian liftings (see [Shu08, Prop. 6.4]), this fact also explains Remark 8.15.

8.33. Bimodules in terms of data migration. We will now see that any bimodule,
considered as an adjoint functor on instance categories via Theorem 8.10, is equivalent
to a composite of data migration functors.

8.34. Corollary. Let M : R S be a bimodule, and let iR : R → Col(M) and iS : S →
Col(M) be the collage inclusions. We have isomorphisms

ΛM
∼� ∆iS ◦ ΣiR and ΓM

∼� ∆iR ◦ΠiS

Proof. Since�atahasnormal collages, (47) is a cartesian 2-cell, henceM ∼� îR�UCol(M)�
̂
iS.

Therefore, by Lemma 8.18 and Proposition 8.17, we have

ΛM
∼� ΛîR�UCol(M)�

̂
iS
∼� Λ

̂
iS
◦ΛîR

∼� ∆iS ◦ ΣiR

and dually for the right adjoint ΓM .
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8.35. Corollary. Suppose that R and S be schemas. Let L ⊆ LAdjType(R-Inst, S-Inst)
[resp. let R ⊆ RAdjType(S-Inst,R-Inst)] denote the full subcategory spanned by functors of
the form ∆G ◦ ΣF [resp. of the form ΠG ◦ ∆F]. This inclusion is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. The inclusion functor is fully faithful by definition and essentially surjective by
Corollary 8.34 and Theorem 8.10.

8.36. Remark. Corollary 8.35 says that every right adjoint between instance categories
is naturally isomorphic to a right pushforward followed by a pullback, ∆ ◦Π. While
we do not discuss the details here, there is a similar characterization of parametric right
adjoints (a.k.a. local right adjoints) between instance categories.

Recall that a functor F : C → D is a parametric right adjoint if, for each object c ∈ C ,
the slice F/c : C /c → D/(Fc) is a right adjoint, see e.g. [Web07]. In our setting, one
can show that every parametric right adjoint between instance categories is naturally
isomorphic to a functor of the form Σdopf ◦ ∆ ◦Π, where the left pushfoward is along a
discrete op-fibration, as discussed in Section 7.11. This generalizes the analogous fact
for parametric right adjoints between presheaf categories, as shown in [Web07, Remark
2.12].

8.37. Bimodules presentation. We conclude Section 8 by discussing presentations of
bimodules, which work very similarly to presentations of profunctors (Definition 4.46).
Recall also the definition of schema presentations, Definition 5.6. Suppose that Type ∼�
CxtΣ/EΣ has algebraic signature Σ;6 see Definition 4.18.

8.38. Definition. Let R and R′ be schemas given respectively by presentations (Ξ, Ee, Eo)
and (Ξ′, E′e, E′o). These present entity category Re ∼� Fr(GΞ)/Ee and observables profunc-
tor Ro ∼� κ[ΥΞ]/Eo, and similarly for R′.

A bimodule signature Ω � (Ωe,Ωo) from Ξ to Ξ′ is a pair where Ωe is a profunctor
signature from GΞ to GΞ′, and Ωo is a profunctor signature from GΞ to Σ.

A bimodule signature has an associated algebraic signature Ω̃ � (S
Ω̃
,Φ

Ω̃
), where

S
Ω̃
� (GΞ)0 t (GΞ′)0 t SΣ

Φ
Ω̃
� (GΞ)1 t (GΞ′)1 tΦΣ t ΥΞ t ΥΞ′ tΩe tΩo.

Say that a set EΩ of equations over Ω̃ is a set of bimodule equations if for each equation
Γ ` (t1 � t2) : s′ of EΩ, the context is a singleton Γ � (x : s) with s ∈ (GΞ)0 and
s′ ∈ (GΞ′)0 t SΣ. We can partition the set EΩ � (EΩ)e t (EΩ)o, where (EΩ)e contains all
equations where s′ ∈ (GΞ′)0, and (EΩ)o contains all equations where s′ ∈ SΣ.

6Signatures Σ should not be confused with data migration functors Σ−.
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Given a pair (Ω, EΩ), consider the category Cxt
Ω̃
/E

Ω̃
, where

E
Ω̃
� Ee ∪ Eo ∪ E′e ∪ E′o ∪ EΩ.

The bimodule M � κ[Ω]/EΩ presented by (Ω, EΩ) is defined as follows:
• for any objects r ∈ R̃ and s ∈ R̃′, the set M(r, r′) is defined to be the hom-set

(Cxt
Ω̃
/E

Ω̃
)(r, s),

• the functorial actions are given by substitution.

8.39. Remark. The presented bimodule M � κ[Ω]/EΩ may be easier to understand in
terms of its collage. We will write Col(Ω) � (GCol(Ω),ΥCol(Ω)) for the following schema
presentation:

(GCol(Ω))0 � (GΞ)0 t (GΞ′)0
(GCol(Ω))1 � (GΞ)1 t (GΞ′)1 tΩe

ΥCol(Ω) � ΥΞ t ΥΞ′ tΩo.

It is easy to see that the algebraic signature KCol(Ω) corresponding to the schema
signature Col(Ω) as in Definition 5.6 is precisely the same as the signature Ω̃ given
above. Moreover, the collage Col(M) of the bimodule M is presented by (Col(Ω), Ee ∪

E′e ∪ (EΩ)e, Eo ∪ E′o ∪ (EΩ)o).
The inclusions iR and iS of the schemas R and S into the collage Col(M) are also

easy to understand in terms of this presentation, as they are both inclusions on the level
of generators and equations as well.

8.40. Example. Let F � (Fe, Fo) : R→ S be a schema morphism. Both its companion F̂
and its conjoint

̂
F have very simple presentations.

The generators of F̂ : R S are ψr : r → Fe(r) for each r ∈ Re. For each edge
f : r → r′ in R there is an equation x. f .ψr′ � x.ψr .Fe( f ), and for each attribute
att : r → τ in R there is an equation x.att � x.ψr .Fo(att), both in context (x : r).

The generators of
̂
F : S R are φr : Fe(r) → r for each r ∈ Re. For each edge

f : r → r′ in R there is an equation x.φr . f � x.Fe( f ).φr′, and for each attribute
att : r → τ in R there is an equation x.φr .att � x.Fo(att), both in context (x : Fe(r)).

9. Queries and uber-queries

In this section, we will employ many of the concepts and operations studied so far
in order to describe the process of querying an algebraic database. We will also give
examples that tie in with running examples from previous sections.
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A query is a question asked of a database, such as "Tell me the set of employees whose
manager is named Alice". Queries are often written using "Select-From-Where"—e.g. in
the database query language SQL—or equivalently using "For-Where-Return" syntax.
This syntax both poses the question and provides a table layout in which to record the
results.

In our current setting,wewill express a queryonagivenS-instance J, by constructing a
new schema R and a bimodule M : R S. Running the query will amount to applying
the functor ΓM : S-Inst → R-Inst from (36). Classically, a For-Where-Return query
returns a single table (with no foreign keys), so the result schema R has a very specific
form; namely, its entity side is the terminal category, Re � {∗}.

If we allow arbitrary R and arbitrary bimodules R S, the "query" ΓM could be
thought of as a method of migrating data from S to R, but it could also be considered as
a collection of queries and homomorphisms between them; we refer to such a setup as
an uber-query. We will discuss this interpretation of bimodules in Section 9.8.

9.1. Queries. We begin by discussing the usual For-Where-Return queries and how they
appear in our setup.

9.2. Definition. Let S be a schema given by a presentation (Ξ, E), see Definition 5.6. A
query on S is a 4-tuple Q � (Q f ,Qw ,Qa ,Qr), where Q f is a context over Ξ̃, Qw is a set
of equations in Q f , Qa is a context over (the signature of) Type, and Qr : Q f → Qa is a
context morphism over Ξ̃.

We will adopt the For-Where-Return notation for presenting the data of a query as
defined in Definition 9.2, as follows:

FOR: Q f

WHERE: Qw

RETURN: Qr

This is sometimes called flower syntax [AHV95].

9.3. Example. Let S be the schema from Example 5.8. We give an example query Q on S:

FOR: e : Emp, d : Dept
WHERE: e .wrk.name � Admin,

(e .sal ≤ d.sec.sal) � >
RETURN: emp_last :� e .last

dept_name :� d.name
diff :� d.sec.sal − e .sal
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In this query, Q f is the context (e : Emp, d : Dept), Qw is the set containing the two
equations at the WHERE clause, Qa is the context (emp_last : Str, dept_name : Str, diff :
Int), and Qr : Q f → Qa is the context morphism (Definition 4.11) displayed in the
RETURN clause.

9.4. Query bimodules. Any query Q on a schema S gives rise to a schema R and bimodule
M : R S. The schema R is free on the schema signature (G,Υ), where G is the graph
with one node ∗ and no edges, and Υ has one function symbol, i.e. generating attribute
x : ∗ → τ for each variable x : τ in Qa . Note that the entity category Re is terminal,
hence Ro : Re Type can be identified with a single Type-algebra, the free algebra
Ro � κ[Qa]. We may refer to R as the result schema.

Using Proposition 8.24, the data of any M : R S is equivalent to a single S-instance
Mo(∗) denoted Mo, together with a morphism of Type-algebras Mr : κ[Qa] → (Mo)t.
Equivalently, by Σ!S a ∆!S this is a morphism of S-instances Mr : Σ!Sκ[Qa] � 〈Qa〉→ Mo,
using Remark 7.5 and Definition 6.13.

We thus define Mo � 〈Q f 〉/Qw , precisely presented by the first two clauses of the
flower syntax, while Mr is given by the context morphism Qr of the last clause (see
Definition 4.32). Following standard database theory, we refer to Mo � 〈Q f 〉/Qw as the
frozen instance of the query Q.

The bimodule M associated to Q in turn determines a functor ΓM : S-Inst→ R-Inst;
we will abuse notation by writing it as ΓQ . It is this functor which carries out the
operation of “querying an S-instance using Q”. As the result schema R has a single
entity, the output of this functor can be seen as a single table containing the results of
the query, with one column for each variable in Qa .

9.5. Example. Let S and Q be as in Example 9.3. The query Q determines a schema
R and a bimodule M : R S as follows. The schema R has a single entity—call it
“∗”—and attributes emp_last, dept_name : ∗ → Str, and diff : ∗ → Int coming from Qa .

The bimodule M is determined by the frozen instance Mo � 〈e : Emp, d : Dept〉/Qw ,
where Qw contains the two equations from Example 9.3, together with the morphism

Mr : 〈emp_last, dept_name : Str, diff : Int〉→ 〈e : Emp, d : Dept〉/Qw

given by the context morphism

[emp_last :� e .last, dept_name :� d.name, diff :� d.sec.sal − e .sal].
Note that the schema R is isomorphic to the one from Example 5.14, and that the frozen
instance Mo is the instance from Example 6.16.
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Let J ∈ S-Inst be the instance from Example 6.3. We will now compute the result
ΓQ(J) ∈ R-Inst of querying J with Q. On the single entity of R, we have by (36) that
(ΓQ J)(∗) � S-Inst(Mo, J), and we saw in Example 6.17 that this set has three elements.
The Type-algebra (ΓQ J)t is the same as Jt, by (37). The values of the attributes of R are
determined using the morphism Mr:

(ΓQ J)(∗) � S-Inst
� 〈Q f 〉/Qw , J

�
−→ S-Inst

� 〈Qa〉, J
�
∼�

∏
(x:τ)∈Qa

Jt(τ). (48)

A transform 〈Q f 〉 → J has an underlying context morphism Φ → Q f , where Φ is the
context of the canonical presentation of J (see Remark 6.15). We can express (48) using
context morphisms: given a transform 〈Q f 〉/Qw → J corresponding to an element of
(ΓQ J)(∗), simply compose its underlying context morphism Φ→ Q f with Qr : Q f → Qa .
The attributes of this row of the table “∗” can be read off of the resulting context
morphism Φ→ Qa .

Doing this, we obtain the result

∗ emp_last dept_name diff

1 Noether HR 100
2 Euclid HR 150
3 Euclid Admin 0

(Note that the row-ids are arbitrary.) For example, the first row corresponds to the
transform 〈Q f 〉 → J given by [e B e2, d B d1]. Composing this with Qr gives
[emp_last B e2.last, dept_name B d1.name, diff B d1.sec.sal − e1.sal], which sim-
plifies to the first row of the table above.

9.6. Remark. By Corollary 8.34, the result of any query Q on S, with result schema R
and associated bimodule M, is equivalently obtained as the composite of data migration
functors

S-Inst Col(M)-Inst R-Inst

J ΠiS(J) ∆iR

�
ΠiS(J)

�
∼� ΓQ(J)

ΠiS ∆iR

(49)

where the schemamappings iR : R→ Col(M)← S : iS into the bimodule collage Col(M)
are as in Section 8.29.

For example, the query in Example 9.5 gave the same result as we found using
Examples 7.8 and 7.10. One can check that the bimodule collage is Col(M) ∼� T given
in (24), and the mappings F, G of the mentioned examples are the collage inclusions.
Hence this is an instance of (49).
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9.7. Remark. In practice, one would like a guarantee that a query result ΓQ(J) is finite
whenever J is finite. To achieve this, one has to place the extra condition on the query Q
that only entities—no types—appear in Q f . This condition also ensures the domain
independence [AHV95] of the query.

9.8. Uber-queries. If queries correspond to (R, S)-bimodules where R has only one entity,
then we need a name for more general bimodules; we call them uber-queries. An uber-
query is roughly a diagram of queries. The morphisms in this diagram will be called
Keys, and our syntax is accordingly extended to be of the form For-Where-Keys-Return.

9.9. Example. To describe a bimodule of the following form

A

A’

Int

Str

Bool
dept_name

diff

f

last
Dept

Emp Int

Str

Bool
wrk

mgr

sal

last

sec

name

plus eqs
from (24)

SL

N

we will need two instances I :� N(A) and I′ :� N(A′), and a transform N( f ) : I′ → I
between them, as well as three terms diff, name, last of the specified types in I and I′.
Indeed, this gives a functor L̃op

→ S-Inst (where objects Int, Str, and Bool in the type
side are sent to the corresponding representable instances, as usual; Definition 8.3).

In Example 6.18, we constructed two S-instances and a transform I′ → I between
them . We will rewrite them, together with the three terms, in For-Where-Keys-Return
syntax below.

A′ � A �

FOR: e′ : Emp FOR: e : Emp, d : Dept
WHERE: e′.wrk.name � Admin WHERE: e .wrk.name � Admin

e′.sal ≤ e′.wrk.sec.sal e .sal ≤ d.sec.sal

KEYS: f :� [e :� e′, d :� e′.wrk]
RETURN: last :� e′.last RETURN: dept_name :� e .wrk.name

diff :� d.sec.sal − e .sal

For any S-instance J, we can apply ΓN : S-Inst → L-Inst. If J is as in Example 6.3,
then ΓN(J) is the following L-instance:
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A’ last f

0 Euclid 3

A dept_name diff

1 HR 100
2 HR 150
3 Admin 0

9.10. Database updates. Database updates [AHV95] can often be understood as generalized
queries, i.e. bimodules, from a schema S to itself. We first give an example employing a
query bimodule, as in Section 9.4.

9.11. Example. Let R be the schema shown here

Emp Int
sal

with one entity Emp and one generating attribute, sal, of type Int. Suppose we want to
perform an update that adds 1 to the salary of everyone making less than 150. This is
achieved using the following syntax:

FOR: e : Emp
WHERE: e .sal ≤ 150

RETURN: sal :� (e .sal + 1)
9.12. Example. Let S � (Se, So) be as in Example 5.8. Suppose we want to perform an
update by which the salary of each employee is made to be at least that of her secretary.
To do this sort of update, we need to replace the algebraic theory Type of Fig. 2 by one
that is bit richer, in particular one that has a max-taking function, max: Int × Int→ Int.

To produce this update onS-Inst, we need a (S, S)-bimoduleM, e.g. the one presented
as follows:

Emp � Dept �

FOR: e : Emp FOR: d : Dept
KEYS: mgr :� [e :� e .mgr] KEYS: sec :� [e :� d.sec]

wrk :� [d :� e .wrk]
RETURN: last :� e .last RETURN: name :� d.name

sal :� max(e .sal, e .wrk.sec.sal)
Note that all the action happens in the last line; the rest of the update is trivial. Applying
ΓM to any S-instance I performs the desired update.
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10. Implementation

The mathematics developed in this paper has been implemented in working software,
which can be downloaded at http://categoricaldata.net/fql.html. All of the
examples in this paper are pre-loaded as the “Paper” example in the package. In
this section we briefly discuss implementation issues that arise, namely in negotiating
between syntactic presentations (e.g. those discussed in Section 4) and the objects they
denote.

Most constructions involving finitely-presented categories, including query evalua-
tion and collage construction, depend crucially on solving word problems in categories,
and these problems are not in general decidable. In Section 10.1 we describe our
approach to solving word problems, and in Section 10.2 we describe how we use word
problems to compute collages and evaluate queries.

10.1. Solving Word Problems. Given a category presentation (G, E) as described in
Section 4.36, the word problem is to decide if two terms (words) in G are equivalent
under E. The word problem is obviously semi-decidable: to prove if two terms p and
q in G are equal under E, we can systematically enumerate all of the (usually infinite)
consequences of E until we find p � q. However, if p and q are not equal, then this
enumeration will never stop. In practice, not only is enumeration computationally
infeasible, but for query evaluation and collage construction, we require a true decision
procedure: an algorithmwhich, when given p and q as input, will always terminate with
“equal” or “not equal”. Hence, we must look to efficient, but incomplete, automated
theorem proving techniques to decide word problems.

The OPL tool allows any theorem prover to be used to decide word problems.
In addition, the OPL tool also provides a default, built-in theorem prover based on
Knuth-Bendix completion [KB70]: from (Σ, E), it attempts to construct a system of
re-write rules (oriented equations), R, such that p and q are equal under E if and only
if p and q re-write to syntactically equal terms (so-called normal forms) under R. We
demonstrate this with an example. Consider a presentation of the algebraic theory of
groups, on the left, below. Knuth-Bendix completion yields the re-write system on the
right, below: 7

7Because there is only one sort, say SΣ � {G}, we drop the contexts in the Axiom side. For example,
the second equation— axiom—should be x : G ` (x−1

∗ x � 1) : G, according to Section 4.

http://categoricaldata.net/fql.html
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Axioms Re-write rules
1 ∗ x � x 1 ∗ x  x

x−1
∗ x � 1 x−1

∗ x  1
(x ∗ y) ∗ z � x ∗ (y ∗ z) (x ∗ y) ∗ z  x ∗ (y ∗ z)

x−1
∗ (x ∗ y) y

1−1  1
x ∗ 1 x
(x−1)−1  x
x ∗ x−1  1
x ∗ (x−1

∗ y) y
(x ∗ y)−1  y−1

∗ x−1

To see how these re-write rules are used to decide the word problem, consider the
two terms (a−1

∗ a) ∗ (b ∗ b−1) and b ∗ ((a ∗ b)−1
∗ a). Both of these terms re-write to 1

under the above re-write rules; hence, we conclude that they are equal. In contrast, the
two terms 1 ∗ (a ∗ b) and b ∗ (1 ∗ a) re-write to a ∗ b and b ∗ a, respectively, which are not
syntactically the same; hence, we conclude that they are not equal.

The details of how the Knuth-Bendix algorithm works are beyond the scope of this
paper. However, we make two remarks. First, Knuth and Bendix’s original algorithm
([KB70]) can fail even when a re-write system to decide a word problem exists; for
this reason, we use the more modern, “unfailing” variant of Knuth-Bendix completion
[BDP89]. Second, we remark that Buchberger’s algorithm for computing Gröbner bases
is a very similar algorithm used in many computer algebra systems, and it may be seen
as the instantiation of the Knuth-Bendix algorithm in the theory of polynomial rings
[Mar96].

10.2. Saturation and Query Evaluation. Given a category presentation (G, E), a decision
procedure for the word problem allows us to (semi) compute the category C that (G, E)
presents. To do this, we construct C in stages: first, we find all non-equal terms of size 0
in G; 8 call this C 0. Then, we add to C 0 all non-equal terms of size 1 that are not equal
to a term in C 0; call this C 1. We iterate this procedure, obtaining a sequence C 0,C 1, . . ..
If C is indeed finite, then there will exist some n such that C n � C n+1 � C and we
can stop. Otherwise, our attempt to construct C will run forever: it is not decidable
whether a given presentation (G, E) generates a finite category. The category C will
be isomorphic to the category Fr(G)/E obtained by quotienting the free category on G
by the equations in E (Definition 4.42); essentially, C represents equivalence classes of

8By the size of a term, we mean the height of the associated syntax tree. For example
max(x.sal, x.mgr.sal) has size of three.
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terms by a smallest possible representative, as explained in detail in Section 4. (Note
that the normal forms chosen by the internal Knuth-Bendix theorem prover for the
purposes of deciding the word problem need not in general be the same as the chosen
representatives of equivalences classes in C .)

Most uses of the OPL tool involve saturating instance presentations into collages so
that they may be examined as tables (e.g. Example 6.16). This just means replacing part
of the presentation with a canonical presentation (see Remarks 4.21, 4.34 and 6.15). The
saturation process is very similar to the process described in the preceding paragraph,
with one small difference. In general, the ‘type side’ of the collage (see Remark 5.3) will
denote an infinite category. For example, if Type is the free group on one generator {a},
it will contain a, a ∗ a, a ∗ a ∗ a, and so on. Hence, it is usually not possible to saturate the
type side of an instance. So, the OPL tool saturates only the entity side of an instance,
which will often be finite in practice. From the saturated entity side presentation and
a set of re-write rules for the collage, it is possible to construct a set of tables that
faithfully represent the instance. The tables for the entity side of the instance are simply
a tabular rendering of the finite category corresponding to the saturated entity side of
the instance’s collage (C in the preceding paragraph). The tables for the attributes of the
instance must also contain representatives of equivalence classes of terms, but unlike
the entity side case, where representatives are chosen based on size, it is less clear which
representative to choose. For example, there is an implicit preference to display 1,024
instead of 210, even though the size (as defined in the previous footnote) of the former
is greater than the size of the latter. The OPL tool allows these representatives to be
computed by external programs, thereby providing a “hook” for the tool to interface
with other programming languages and systems. For example, users can provide a Java
implementation of natural numbers for the commutative ring type side used in this
paper, and the java compiler will normalize terms like 210 into 1024. By default, the OPL
tool will display the normal forms computed by the internal Knuth-Bendix theorem
prover in the attribute tables.

To evaluate a query Q such as that in Example 9.5 on a presented instance I, we first
saturate the entity side of I as described in the preceding paragraph. Evaluation of the
query, ΓQ(I) as in Section 9.4, proceeds similarly to evaluation of ‘For-Where-Return’
queries in traditional SQL systems [AHV95]: first, we compute a (typically large) set of
tuples corresponding to the FOR clause by repeatedly looping through I. Then, we filter
this set of tuples by theWHERE clause; here we must be sure to decide equality of tuples
under the equational theory for I, using Knuth-Bendix as described above. Finally, we
project out certain components of these tuples, according to the RETURN clause. The
result of the query will be a saturated instance, which has a canonical presentation as in
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Figure 7: OPL displaying the instance from Example 6.3

Remark 6.15.
The OPL tool’s tabular rendering of the instance from Example 6.3 is shown in Fig. 7.

For computational expediency, in the OPL program, the employee salaries in the have
been reduced compared to Example 6.3.

A. Componentwise composition and exponentiation in�ata

We defined composition of bimodules and 2-cells in (39) and (40) and exponentiation
of bimodules in Proposition 8.16. In Proposition 8.20 we saw that bimodules can be
equivalently defined in several components, separating the entity and type sides of the
structure. It is natural to ask what composition and exponentiation (and as special cases,
the data migration functors) look like in this decomposed view.

In fact, when first working out the ideas presented in this paper, we used componen-
twise formulas to understand all the constructions. In writing it up, we decided that
the coend formulas were more succinct and often easier to work with; however, the
machinery below still turns out to be useful in certain cases, so we present it without
proof for the interested reader.

Recall the left tensor ⊗ defined in Definition 3.12, which ‘preserves algebraicity’ of
profunctors on the right.

A.1. Proposition. The composition M � N of two bimodules R
M

S
N

T in �ata (39)
is equivalently given in components as follows: (M � N)e � Me � Ne in �rof, and the rest
of the components are given using a pushout, as in the following diagram in the category
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[Rop
e ,Type-Alg]:

Ro Me ⊗ So Me ⊗ Ne ⊗ To

Mt Me ⊗ Nt

(M � N)t

Mr

(M�N)r

Mo
Me⊗Nr

p

Me⊗No

(M�N)o

This follows from the following lemma, which can be proven using Proposition 2.25:

A.2. Lemma. Let L : A0 A1, M : B0 B1, and N : C0 C1 be proarrows in an equipment
� with extensive collages and local finite colimits. Let X ∈ LSimpM and Y ∈ MSimpN be
simplices, and let P : L̃ M̃ and Q : M̃ Ñ be proarrows such that X ∼� LResM(P) and
Y ∼� MResN(Q) (see Section 2.22). Then the components of LResN(P � Q) can be computed by
pushout:

Xi ,0 �M � Y1, j Xi ,0 � Y0, j

Xi ,1 � Y1, j îAi � (P � Q) �
̂
iC j

p

Moreover, the 2-cells of LResN(P � Q) are found using these pushouts in an evident way.

A.3. Proposition. The horizontal composition of 2-cells

R S T

R′ S′ T′

M

F

N

G H

M′ N′

⇓θ ⇓φ

is given (Proposition 8.22) by (θ � φ)e � θe � φe, while (θ � φ)t is induced by the diagram

Mt Me ⊗ So Me ⊗ Nt

F̂e ⊗M′t F̂e ⊗M′e ⊗ S′o F̂e ⊗M′e ⊗ N′t

θt θe⊗Go

Mo Me⊗Nr

θe⊗φt

id⊗M′o id⊗M′e⊗N′r

where (M � N)t and (M′ � N′)t are the pushouts of the top and bottom rows respectively, by
Proposition A.1.
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A.4. Proposition. Let N : S T and P : R T be bimodules. The bimodule NBP : R S
is given as follows: the entity component (N B P)e is computed by a pointwise pullback, for any
objects s ∈ Se, r ∈ Re,

(N B P)e(r, s) SetTe
�
Ne(s , –), Pe(r, –)�

SetTe
(
Ne(s , –),Type-Alg

�
To(–), Pt(r)�

)

Type-Alg
�
Nt(s), Pt(r)� Type-Alg

�(Ne ⊗ To)(s), Pt(r)�.

y Po

∼�

No

Equivalently, (N B P)e(r, s) � T-Inst
�
N(s), P(r)�. The other components are (N B P)t � Pt,

(N B P)r � Pr, and (N B P)o is the composition

(N B P)e ⊗ So → Type-Alg
�
Nt(–), Pt(–)� ⊗ Nt → Pt.
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